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The phenomenal expansion of Web 2.0-based software and communication 
platforms in recent years has significantly changed the way in which people present 
themselves and communicate with others online. No longer restricted to text-based 
messaging or simple homepages, users can now share and reconstruct their (virtual) 
lives with the Internet public through blogs, Youtube videos, social networking sites 
like MySpace or Facebook, and even online role-playing games like Second Life. 
Blogs in particular offer opportunities to construct and maintain a narrative of daily life 
– a narrative that performs and reinforces a particular identity enacted by a blogger.  
 
In this thesis, I attempt to take a closer look at some of the strategies of performance 
and self-presentation as they occur on blogs. How is identity manifested and 
presented online? How does the Internet catalyse fluid and playful identities? How do 
bloggers perform and present embodied experience on a virtual platform? How does 
hypertext enable online performances in a primarily textual medium like the blog? 
Apart from analysing the performative strategies in some blog performances, I also 
created a performance research project titled weekzero.net, a blog-like website 
which allowed me to phenomenologically investigate the process of identity 
performance and the nature of self-representation online. Questions of liveness, 
presence, identity and the body are reframed on weekzero.net’s virtual stage, and 
engaging with these questions, vis-à-vis other blog performances, forms the 
backbone of this thesis. These questions are tackled from two main perspectives – 
from my position as blog viewer and as a blogger.  
 
Through these positions I investigate the interplay between narrative, technological 
structure, and identity presentation as they occur on blogs, using both actual blogs 
as case studies, and the experimental space of weekzero.net. By doing so I also 
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highlight the need to address a gap in prevailing scholarship where Internet 
performances are concerned. Although performance theorists have considered the 
impact of digitalisation on performances, the terminology and concepts used in 
discussions seem to be insufficient. As Internet performances continue to expand 
and develop, new paradigms in performance studies need to be forged in order to 
adequately address the new issues and concerns these performances bring.  
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I confess: my fascination with blogs is a predominantly voyeuristic one. On one level, 
it centers upon an appreciation for the unique way some bloggers write, bringing a 
distinct personal narrative voice into their blog; on another, it is purely visual – I look 
at the photographs they post, trying to discern the person behind the persona. 
Details they have (perhaps inadvertently) left in: a familiar street or landmark that 
gives clues to their location; the untidy background of a bedroom; the clothes that 
they wear, the costumes in which they choose to present themselves. Some 
bloggers participate in special online communities to showcase a ‘day in their life’, 
chronicling almost every hour of their day from the moment they awake to the 
moment just before they sleep. These exhibitions of the mundane and minute details 
of a person’s life can be more fascinating than one might imagine, because they act 
as a secret keyhole, allowing voyeuristic glimpses into bedrooms, closets, and 
bathrooms – areas perhaps even a blogger’s real-life friends might never see. Over a 
cumulative period of time, one may begin to develop a sense of intimacy and 
closeness towards the blogger, a feeling intensified by the virtual reconstruction of 
geographical time and distance into a fuzzier, dislocated sense of time and distance. 
Sometimes, the life I am watching unfold on a blog seems to bring me closer to it, 
even if it only exists on a computer screen – it seems virtually live. 
 
ii. Writing Myself Into (a Virtual) Existence 
 
Instead of an invisible and imaginary fourth wall bounded by the proscenium arch 
inside a darkened auditorium, when we view blogs we look through a different, more 
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paradoxical sort of wall, one framed in metal or plastic, fed by electronic signals, one 
that demands activity and interaction instead of passivity. Perhaps it is not so much a 
wall than it is a magic looking-glass, the sort Snow White’s evil stepmother would 
have used. After all, the computer monitor, like the magic mirror, does have the 
ability to show ‘the fairest of them all’, and more – it also reveals inner thoughts and 
desires, memories, and the secrets within a life. 
 
Perhaps it is worth noting that my eager conviction in the virtual presence of an 
online blogger centers not just on a connection with the bloggers whose lives I have 
grown to know, but also on my own experience in creating and maintaining a 
personal blog, and discovering, through this process of creation, how an online 
persona is manufactured and sustained. It is not that my blog is full of falsities and 
fantasy – instead, my presence, if it can be called that, comes from a purposeful 
selection of anecdotes and photographs, a performance where my spoken lines are 
text on a screen, my body and its gestures are photographs that I have taken or 
curated. I play myself (or rather, a conception of myself) on my blog; I represent 
myself through these means.  
 
My presence is derived from absence: it comes from the empty spaces onscreen, 
from reading between the lines, from what my viewers use to fill in the blanks. It even 
has a temporal dimension to it. My entries, each stamped with a date and time, track 
the development of the minutiae of my life – my job, my family, my thoughts. One can 
even revisit history, skipping back a couple of years (easily achieved with a couple of 
clicks of the mouse). When I read my own entries I find myself caught within a 
strange collision between memory, fact, and fiction, because while I objectively know 
and remember the incidents that took place, seeing them recorded and published on 
the Internet somehow distances them, and sometimes it feels like I am taken out of 




iii. Coding and Decoding 
 
The central focus of this thesis revolves around blog narratives and performances, 
their creators, and their viewers. My own experiences as a blogger and regular blog 
viewer over a number of years has provided me with a grounding of the various ways 
in which identity markers are performed and displayed online in blogs, particularly 
personal blogs. While some personal blogs can be dull, poorly written accounts of 
everyday life, there are many other personal blogs that are skillfully utilised as virtual 
stages for the presentation and performance of identity. Through careful editing, 
stylised writing, and occasionally the inclusion of photographs or videos, these 
bloggers simultaneously chronicle and re-stage events in their life with a keen sense 
of self-reflexivity. Such bloggers recognise the mutability of identity, especially when 
identity is mediated through a medium such as the Internet, and they approach it with 
a sense of playfulness, manipulating and extending the ways in which their self is 
presented and showcased online. By doing so they engage in a performance of 
identity, taking on the roles of character and actor.  
 
In this thesis, I attempt to take a closer look at some of the strategies of performance 
and self-presentation as they occur on blogs. My research centres on some key 
questions: how is identity manifested and presented online? How does the Internet 
catalyse fluid and playful identities? How do bloggers perform and present embodied 
experience on a virtual platform? How does hypertext enable online performances in 
a primarily textual medium like the blog? These questions are tackled from two main 
perspectives – from my position as blog viewer (the term ‘viewer’ rather than ‘reader’ 
is utilised here to emphasise the performative nature of the blog, as I will later 
demonstrate) and as a blogger, performing a constructed identity through a 
performance research website/project I designed and coded, titled weekzero.net, 
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which afforded a more in-depth understanding of my subject matter. Through these 
positions I investigate the interplay between narrative, technological structure, and 
identity presentation as they occur on blogs, using both actual blogs as case studies, 
and the experimental space of weekzero.net. 
 
It is also important to survey the prevailing Internet landscape as far as self-
presentation is concerned in order to place my research in context, and so the first 
chapter will start from this point – a look at some of the different Internet websites 
and software applications that facilitate a presentation and performance of identity, 
and where blogs stand amidst these various platforms. This survey will also review 
some of the current literature on performativity on the Internet and online identities as 
theorised and discussed by a number of writers, and draw attention to the gaps in the 
prevailing discourse that this thesis aims to address. Additionally, the first chapter 
provides a methodological framework with which my research project and my 
analyses of blogs can be viewed. In Chapter Two I position myself as a blog viewer, 
and closely analyse two actively updated blogs and their performances of identity, 
highlighting the elements of fantasy and role-play that are prevalent and central to 
their performance. My position is switched in the third chapter, where I introduce the 
weekzero.net project and undertake a phenomenological investigation of the process 
of identity construction and performance online, using and challenging some of the 
strategies that were utilised by the bloggers featured in the previous chapter. In the 
fourth chapter, I return to the perspective of the viewer, this time not vis-à-vis a blog, 
but as an observer watching the reactions and responses of other viewers as they 
explored weekzero.net. Their responses to the research project raise interesting 
points that throw new light onto my understanding of blog performances and the 
ways in which viewers are affected by such performances. Finally, in my conclusion, 
I will revisit some of the issues brought up in the earlier portions of this thesis, placing 
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them against the new ideas generated by my research, and hopefully offering a fresh 




SURVEYING AND SETTING THE VIRTUAL STAGE 
 
i. Web 2.0, Identity 2.0, Performativity 2.0? 
 
The explosive growth of the Internet and its increased accessibility throughout the 
world has made it and its accompanying software applications an integral part of 
many people’s lives. E-mail and instant messaging have become quick and 
convenient ways of communicating across the globe; online communities and global 
chatrooms have changed the ways in which people live, work and play within a 
community. As more people use the Internet to communicate and socialise, the ways 
in which they present themselves online has also changed. Media theorists and 
computing pundits often make a distinction between ‘Web 1.0’ and ‘Web 2.0’, terms 
coined by computing entrepreneur Tim O’Reilly in 2004. The former is usually 
associated with static, one-way, trickle-down design and usability features that reflect 
the early ways in which the Internet and the World Wide Web was used, and the 
latter highlights the new user-oriented, dynamic and interactive functionality of the 
Internet. For instance, websites designed before the advent of Web 2.0 were usually 
updated only by re-coding or re-writing its programme code and/or content; compare 
this to a blog, where information can be conveniently updated by typing in a text box 
on the website itself, and the blog design easily changed with a click of a button.  
 
The transition from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 from the mid-1990s to the 2000s brought 
with it new means of social interaction online – no longer restricted to e-mail 
communication or signing digital ‘guestbooks’, users can now share photographs and 
feedback on Flickr (http://www.flickr.com), share a new idea on a blog, meet new 
friends on Facebook (http://www.facebook.com), create avatars and construct a 
whole new lifestyle on Second Life (http://secondlife.com), or create videos of 
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themselves and share them on Youtube (http://www.youtube.com). Users are not 
only able to socialise, sharing thoughts and ideas, they are also encouraged to play 
and experiment with their portrayal of identity online. These virtual platforms for 
community and communication enable and encourage the manipulation and re-
inscription of identity online. Terry Flew, in his book New Media: An Introduction 
(2005) observes that ‘virtual communities have been identified as a site of play and 
performativity through the creation of online identities more broadly indicative of the 
transition from modernity to postmodernity’ (65) and recognises the ‘greatly 
enhanced scope for play, deception, and the adoption of different and multiple 
personas’ (69). Flew’s emphasis on play and performativity sets up a useful 
framework for the survey of virtual stages to follow. 
 
New opportunities for socialisation online inevitably bring with them new ways of 
presenting an online self. Within interpersonal communication, the self-presentation 
of identity has always been a key element of a social exchange between people, 
both online and offline. Erving Goffman’s famous 1959 The Presentation of Self in 
Everyday Life distinguishes between a ‘front-stage’ self and a ‘back-stage’ self, the 
former referring to the social identity presented to the public, whereas the ‘back-
stage’ self denotes the ‘true’ self behind a person’s public image. Goffman’s use of 
dramaturgical terms reflects a performative essence that lies at the heart of self-
presentation, which can be seen not just in offline, ‘real world’ situations, but perhaps 
also in online, ‘virtual’ interactions.  
 
In his book Performativity (2007) James Loxley contemplates the use of Goffman’s 
dramaturgical framework, questioning: 
 
Is the language of theatricality that Goffman uses being offered as an 
analogical framework, as if something about ordinary life could be 
revealed by stressing its resemblance to theatre in important aspects? Or 
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is this a more substantial claim . . . about fundamental performativity, in a 
dramatic sense, of our lives (151)? 
 
To consider his questions, it is worth noting that the present academic climate 
recognises that performativity can be seen in several aspects of life; performance 
studies share theoretical and discursive similarities with other fields of study, such as 
sociology, anthropology, psychology, and even computer studies. Loxley argues that 
‘performance studies attends to our lives as practice, as embodied’ and that ‘the kind 
of performance usually associated with theatre matters. It has effect, it shapes 
societies, it is the very stuff of our ordinary lives . . . very far, now, from any sense of 
performing as illusion’ (154, original emphasis). Loxley’s claim serves as a useful 
starting point for my analyses of performativity and self-presentation occurring on 
blogs and other online communication platforms in this thesis. 
 
For a start, even a user’s interaction with a computer can be said to be intrinsically 
performative. Nina Lenoir observes that ‘interaction with a computer is inherently 
dramatic, for it allows human beings to take action within or through a representation’ 
(1999: 175). Brenda Laurel’s 1993 book, Computers as Theatre, likens the human-
computer interface to a ‘virtual theatre’ where fantasies are played out:  
 
Both plays and human-computer activities are mimetic in nature; that is, 
they exhibit the characteristics of artistic representations. A mimesis is a 
made thing, not an accidental or arbitrary one . . . A play may be a 
mimesis of events (literally, a series of actions) that are taken from 
history or that are entirely ‘made up.’ Mimetic representations do not 
necessarily have real-world referents. (33 – 34, author’s italics).  
 
At even the most basic level, there is some form of mimesis in the graphic user 
interface of a computer, like the ‘desktop’ that users see on their computer screens 
when they first turn the machine on. The ‘desktop’ screen is widely understood to 
represent a real-world desktop that a person might be working at, and displayed on it 
are other mimetic representations of a real-world work environment – files, a clock, 
icons for programmes like Microsoft Word, which when activated, is akin to pulling a 
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virtual typewriter up onto the worktable. However, like the old-fashioned typewriter, 
Laurel’s use of the term ‘mimesis’ highlights her use of older terminology in 
describing a (relatively) new technological development. Since the publication of 
Laurel’s book in 1993, computers and the Internet, as well as live performance, have 
all changed substantially; like the transition from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0, a 
corresponding change in academic terminology to describe performativity located 
within online activities needs to be found. Perhaps Laurel’s description of mimetic 
representations in computing can be described as Theatricality 1.0, and in this thesis 
we aim to discuss and describe something new – Performativity 2.0? This chapter 
and the ones that follow will attempt to detail and interrogate this idea. 
 
Even before the development of Web 2.0 platforms, critics were already exploring 
and theorising the relationship between identity and representation in cyberspace. As 
early as 1990, before the Internet was widely accessible to the public, Mark Poster 
described a decentred, fragmented self in computer-mediated communication 
(1990). This anxiety is also reflected in Sue Barnes’s essay ‘Cyberspace: Creating 
Paradoxes for the Ecology of Self’ (1996), in which she expresses concern about the 
‘paradoxical situations [in cyberspace] that undermine the natural balance of self’ 
(193), especially as the ‘physical self is replaced by a digital representation of self’ 
(194). However, her worries seem to be a little simplistic; although the presentation 
of self can be paradoxical in online interactions, an argument where the physical self 
can be completely replaced by a digital one is a reductive one, implying that there 
can only be one claim to an ‘authentic’ self. In contrast, Sherry Turkle sees the 
creation of multiple online selves as a means for a person to experiment with 
different aspects of identity. Turkle’s important work on identity in online role-playing 
games is a keystone in understanding the ways in which identity is constructed and 
multiplied: ‘In the MUDs [online game ‘worlds’ for role-playing], the projections of self 
are engaged in a resolutely postmodern context . . . the self is not only decentered 
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but multiplied without limit. There is an unparalleled opportunity to play with one’s 
identity and to ‘try out’ new ones. (1997: 145). Even so, identity seems to be 
somewhat anchored to real-life, according to David Bell, who argues in his book An 
Introduction to Cybercultures (2001) that online identity is never totally stripped of 
markers of race, class or sexuality, and that although ‘identities do matter online . . . 
their relationship to RL [Real Life] identities is complex, variable and contested’ 
(135). While these writers and many others have been discussing the implications of 
online presentations of identity (Identity 2.0?) for more than a decade, it is still clear 
that much of the scholarship concerning online identity covers the earlier phases of 
web development, and lacks the changing perspectives offered by the advent of Web 
2.0. Furthermore, the concepts of identity, performativity, and embodiment are rarely 
discussed in relation to each other, leaving crucial gaps in the debate; the ways in 
which these concepts are intertwined and contested in new Web 2.0 developments 
need to be addressed. 
 
This thesis aims to examine the interplay between Web 2.0, identity and 
performativity, arguing that new paradigms of understanding are needed to deal with 
the increasing mediatisation and digitalisation that characterises online performances 
of identity. The implications of this shall be further discussed at the end of this 
chapter, but for now we shall first survey the virtual landscape of identity 
construction, looking closely at the ways in which identity is played with and 
performed in online role-playing environments, and noting the distinctions between 
the use of text and graphics in the representation of self. We then move on to look at 
the ways in which ‘real’ identities are presented and displayed in a popular Web 2.0 
social networking platform, Facebook. Personal blogs, I will argue, fall somewhere in-
between: they play with a constructed identity while simultaneously presenting a 
‘real’ aspect of their ‘real’ identity – sometimes both (or more) identities are conflated. 
This survey allows me to convey a sense of the context in which such blog 
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performances (of identity) may be viewed, thus paving the way for the larger 
arguments within this thesis.   
 
ii. Alter-egos and Alternate Worlds: MUDs and Second Life 
 
Sherry Turkle’s seminal work on identity play in online MUDs (Multi-User Dungeons) 
in the 1990s has already demonstrated the multiplicity of identities that can be 
created and maintained by users role-playing characters in MUDs. In her book Life 
on the Screen: Identity in the Age of the Internet (1995) she notes that in ‘computer-
mediated worlds, the self is multiple, fluid and constituted in interaction with machine 
connections; it is made and transformed by language’ (15). MUDs (Multi-User 
Dungeons) are composed of interactive textual dialogues between users that take 
place on a computer network. In MUDs, the world that users and their characters (or 
avatars) inhabit is literally written into existence. When an avatar enters a room, he 
or she ‘sees’ a textual description of the room that was written by its creator. The 
avatar can then type out a series of actions like ‘look’, ‘sit’ or ‘take’ to interact with the 
items in the room. More significantly, avatars have to be written into existence, and 
are animated only through textual commands. If a user logs into a MUD and does not 
create an account, he or she will be logged in merely as a ‘guest’, without any further 
description or even an assigned gender. To become fully realised in a MUD, one 
needs to write an extensive textual description of oneself, and when interacting with 
other avatars, make use of /emote and other action commands to play one’s role.  
 
In her essay, ‘Acting in Cyberspace: The Player in the World of Digital Technology’ 
Nina Lenoir considers the dramatic similarities in MUD role-playing and acting. Lenoir 
argues that a ‘real’ performer in front of a live audience serves as an icon, a 




Signification still occurs, but the performer and the actor – the 
embodiment of the action – are now divided . . . the contact between 
performer, representation, and spectator is now mediated by a computer 
program. The performer exists as the agent who manipulates a 
simulation that exists in a virtual world . . . The simulation itself becomes 
the site of signification, rather than the body of the actor. (1999: 194) 
 
The relocation of the signifier is a key feature in textual role-playing performances 
such as those in MUDs, but also, as we will see later, in blogs. The absent corporeal 
presence of the performer shifts the spectator’s focus onto the signifiers that enact 
the simulated role-play, such that the spectator views not the role-player (who is 
behind a screen elsewhere in the world anyway) performing, but rather the live 
interplay of textual dialogue and descriptive actions that are contingent on the 
network. Far from being mere support structures of the MUD, the network and the 
software coding are active agents that also perform, and the computer codes are 
integral to both role-player and spectator’s involvement and appreciation of a MUD 
play and performance. 
 
The role of text in performative online interactions is of key significance, especially in 
the absence of webcams or digital photographs, which were not widely available in 
the early years of Internet use (that is, Web 1.0). In his article ‘Performing the MUD 
Adventure’ (2004), Ragnhild Tronstad draws on J. L. Austin’s influential speech-act 
theory and Austin’s work on performatives – words or phrases that have a direct 
impact on something or someone – to describe the performative language used in 
MUDs and how these create fictional performances of role-playing quests. He pays 
close attention to the ‘emote’ command, often used in MUDs to describe actions for 
the other users to see. Although an avatar could, for example, ‘emote’ an action like 
PlayerX kicks the chair in frustration, PlayerX obviously is not actually performing the 
action, since the action does not actually have a direct effect in the virtual world of 
the MUD. Tronstad writes, ‘Being a description of an act, the emote command is 




According to the conventions of MUD communication, describing an 
action is equivalent to performing it . . . we could then call emotes 
‘theatrical performatives,’ as they do not really produce any effect ‘in 
reality,’ that is, the ‘reality’ in which they occur: the MUD world. Here, 
happy or unhappy will be a question of the effect they are producing in 
the spectator(s). (223) 
 
Happiness or unhappiness here refers to Austin’s condition of ‘felicity’, which 
assesses the result of a performative statement in accordance to whether it had its 
intended effect. If the other spectators/users in the MUD play along and respond to 
the theatrical performative, the performative would then be a happy one (e.g. PlayerY 
picks up the fallen chair and consoles PlayerX). In the MUD as virtual theatre, the 
spectator needs to engage in imaginative play for a performance to occur and to 
come into existence. Audience participation is particularly necessary in this context 
for any sense of performativity to be gained in viewing such performances where the 
real world or real actors are not depicted.  
 
With the advent of Web 2.0, MUDs still exist, but they are not as popular as they 
used to be. Instead of confining the online actor to a textual body in a textual world, 
Linden Lab’s Second Life project gave its online denizens digitally-animated avatars 
that were controlled by the mouse or the keyboard, ready to move, interact, and 
explore the different worlds offered within the Second Life network. By doing so, 
Linden Labs raised the stakes for online role-playing, offering a complex, immersive, 
user-driven virtual environment for creating an alternate reality.  Second Life has as 
its tagline ‘Your World. Your Imagination’ and is heavily reliant on the creative 
contributions of the individuals who populate its communities – they design and code, 
creating worlds and building fantasy islands, large corporations, art galleries, and 
homes. In fact, the businesses that have sprung up in the Second Life world often 
have real-world counterparts. For instance, users can pay Linden dollars (tied to the 
US-dollar exchange rate) to purchase anything from plots of virtual land to virtual 
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Toyota cars and even original art pieces. In 2006, international corporation IBM 
made news when it gathered its executives from various global offices for a mass 
meeting held on a Second Life private island. Participation and interaction took place 
in real-time; (virtual) namecards were exchanged, and it is probable that the 
decisions made in the Second Life world had a real-world impact after the meeting.  
 
Identity as it is performed and (re)presented on Second Life is, as it also is on MUDs, 
a mediated one. Second Life doubles the mediation through its software – on one 
level, the computer provides the mediation between user and virtual world; on the 
other, its programme code remediates the user through re-presentation as a digital, 
graphic avatar. This enables fluid and playful experimentation with the relationship 
between identity and representation. Wagner James Au, who has done extensive 
research on Second Life as a participant/observer in his book The Making of Second 
Life: Notes From the New World (2008), describes detailed avatar customisations 
that involve donning new outfits, wigs, or even prosthetic limbs; much like the way an 
actor is transformed through costume and makeup, a user can costume an avatar to 
look like anything, even non-human beings. Au’s list of such unconventional avatars 
include ‘angels; vampires . . . walking sunshine and storm clouds; six-foot phalluses . 
. . famous sculptures and paintings (including Van Gogh’s self-portrait and 
Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase); aliens; political caricatures’ (74) and so 
on. Au argues that such avatar types ‘represent a summit of the avatar experience: a 
striving for transcendence into an alter ego that’s so idealised, it’s no longer even 
human’ (75). 
 
Even though avatars can be designed to look as human as possible, the fantasy of 
behaving as realistically in the virtual world as one would in the ‘real’ world still 
remains, for now, out of reach. Folk singer Suzanne Vega, for example, was the first 
popular musician to perform ‘live’ in Second Life. While her performance was 
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broadcast simultaneously on American public radio, her voice was also streamed in 
real-time from the studio to the Second Life network. As she sang inside the studio, 
an assistant controlled Vega’s avatar, which was fashioned to look like her. About 
eighty denizens of Second Life, whose avatars were gathered around the virtual 
stage, viewed this performance. Mark Poster argued in 1990 that in computer-
mediated interactions, the ‘self is decentered, dispersed, and multiplied in continuous 
instability’ (6), and during Vega’s virtual performance, some aspects of his claim 
seem to come to light. Vega’s body in her Second Life performance was fragmented 
and multiplied – her voice divided between the recording studio, the radio airwaves, 
and the network server streaming the song; her physical self, while physically 
present in the recording studio, had a virtual counterpart in a virtual world, doubled in 
an avatar’s body.  
 
The most striking feature one notices about the performance, when viewing a 
machinima recording of it (accessible at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCLSkTEBj2k), is the absence of ambient sound. 
Normally, in a live concert, it is not only a performer’s voice or instrument that is 
heard, but also the ambient noises from one’s immediate environment, such as the 
voices of other audience members. Vega’s voice on the Second Life stage comes 
through loud and eerily clear, because it was being transmitted from a studio, which 
blocks out white noise. The overall effect feels somewhat false, and this feeling is 
intensified by choppy image rendering – at times Vega’s virtual hand appears to cut 
through the neck of her guitar, and throughout the entire performance her avatar’s 
mouth does not move at all, let alone in sync with the vocals heard. At the end of her 
song, we can hear applause and appreciative whistles, but it is unclear if this is 
canned applause provided by the recording studio, or genuine sounds created by the 
avatars in the audience. Although this first ever ‘live’ show was a breakthrough in the 
Second Life metaverse, the end result merely appears to be a digitally-created, 
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visual accompaniment to a live radio broadcast. In fact, the very idea of considering it 
to be ‘live’ may be problematic; Philip Auslander’s argues in his book Liveness: 
Performance in a Mediatised Culture (1999) that live music concerts have become 
increasingly mediatised, with a ‘progressive diminution of previous distinctions 
between the live and the mediatised’ (7). For the audience watching her avatar 
perform on the Second Life stage, their experience of her performance is ‘live’ in the 
sense that her avatar is present, in ‘real-time’ and in the same virtual space as their 
avatars. In this case, the distinctions between the live and the mediatised, as noted 
by Auslander, are not so much diminished as they are doubled, transcended, and 
problematised all at once. Vega’s Second Life performance may have been a virtual 
re-presentation and re-mediatisation of what her real performance would have been, 
but her virtual proxy and its faulty rendering only serve to highlight the disjuncture 
and blur the boundaries between the performance of ‘real’ life and real identity and a 
‘second’, virtual one.  
 
iii. Connecting Online: Identity Networking 
 
As mentioned earlier in this section, an integral part of online communication is the 
way the self is presented online, especially when socialising or interacting in online 
communities. While a real person can adjust his or her outward image (such as by 
paying attention to body language, or tone of voice) when meeting others face-to-
face, self-presentation online relies on a different set of cues. Digital photographs or 
webcam videos provide visual evidence of how a person looks or behaves; instead of 
a face-to-face conversation where personal details are exchanged, personal 
information, hobbies, and other points of interest are posted on a webpage for 




The most popular Web 2.0 website that has grown phenomenally over the past two 
years is Facebook. Originally conceived as a way for Harvard alumni to stay in 
contact and network with each other, it has grown into a massive network of people 
who use it as a combined directory and messaging service. Anyone who signs up is 
prompted to use their real name (which distinguishes Facebook from other online 
networking forums, where people are sometimes only known by their ‘nicks’) and 
upload a photograph of themselves; by doing so, they can reach and be reached by 
friends and acquaintances who also have Facebook accounts. In addition, Facebook 
offers many applications on its site for its users to play games with each other, join 
discussion groups, share photographs and notes, and manage social calendars.  
 
As a social networking site, the information shared by Facebook users is often 
carefully constructed to present a specific identity to friends and the Facebook public. 
Two main features of the website highlight this: the first is the ‘profile picture’, a 
photograph used as a representative avatar throughout the website. The choice of 
photograph is an indication of the way a user may wish to be seen by others on the 
website; many users post smiling, cheerful photographs of themselves, often with 
loved ones, pets or featuring them at their favourite hobby, but there are also many 
users who prefer to use moody, digitally-altered photographs of themselves to reflect 
the self they feel they are projecting. Others may choose to be represented by 
pictures of objects or pets or not upload a picture at all, choosing to remain 
mysterious. There is no limit to the number of profile pictures that can be uploaded 
(although only one picture may be used at any one time) onto the site, which allows 
users to easily change from one picture to another to reflect the self that they feel like 
projecting.  
 
The other feature of Facebook that contributes to a person’s performance of identity 
is the status update. This consists of a text box where a user can describe what he or 
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she is feeling or doing at the moment. The status information is then shared with all 
of the user’s contacts, who can then add their comments below the status bar if they 
wish. Status updates do not just provide a quick and convenient way for users to 
share new information with their contacts, they also allow users to present 
themselves in specific ways as part of their overall performance of identity. For 
example, Mr X may wish to portray himself as a carefree, trendy young man who is 
always involved in popular, fashionable activities. His typical status updates may 
read: Mr X is exhausted from the nonstop clubbing last night, but is looking forward 
to tonight’s dance party! It could also read: Mr X loves going to film festivals, and 
thinks everyone should go to the cinema today. The use of verbs and the present 
tense in status updates act almost like parts of a playscript used in a performance, 
highlighting the actions, thoughts, and emotions of Mr X, and other users like him. 
(Wording the status update in the third person is inbuilt into the feature.) Lorenzo 
Cantoni and Stefano Tardini, in a discussion on virtual communities, remind us that 
‘online identities ultimately have a semiotic/linguistic nature, being the outcome of 
language; identities that are built in cyberspace coincide with the assertions that a 
user makes about him/herself’ (2006: 163). Most status updates are constructed to 
reveal a specific identity a user wishes to show on Facebook; obviously, trendy Mr X 
would never update his friends about mundane things like buying toilet paper from 
the supermarket (unless of course in an ironic way). Other popular social networking 
websites like MySpace and Friendster also exist, but they lack Facebook’s status 
update feature, or at least the prominent part it plays in the social interactions on 
their websites. When viewed cumulatively as users continually update their status 
with news of their activities and emotions, one begins to build a mental impression of 
another’s identity.  
 
A clever play on words, the careful selection of profile photos, and even the games 
and extra applications a user chooses to place on their profile page return us to 
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Erving Goffman’s description of the ‘front-stage’ self. There are applications, for 
instance, that serve as a virtual bookshelf on profile pages, allowing Facebook users 
who fancy themselves intellectuals to display the literature that they have been 
reading. Other applications include ‘Growing Gifts’, which decorate a profile page 
with a lush assortment of plants in pots, and even virtual pets that can be ‘petted’ by 
visitors to the profile page. When viewed with all of its accompanying ‘props’ and 
‘settings’ Facebook profile pages are not simply platforms for staging the self, they 
also serve to memorialise the Facebook user in a particular moment in time, 
Photographs with tags and captions, archived status updates, decorative applications 
on the profile page – all these elements repackage Facebook as the virtual 
counterpart for the art of scrapbooking. This metaphor of scrapbooking, which 
involves the visceral act of cutting, pasting, and manipulating photographs and 
decorative pieces of paper with hands and fingers instead of a mouse-driven cursor, 
highlights the paradox of presenting an identity that is simultaneously virtual and 
embodied. The presence captured via the hands-on feel that scrapbooking and 
craftwork engenders seems muted and displaced on Facebook. Facebook users, 
displaying themselves to friends, acquaintances, or strangers, utilise their profile 
page as a virtual stage to present an edited, streamlined, and perpetually 
memorialised version of themselves. While the details of their lives may be for show, 
a narrative thread linking these details is largely lacking, and this is where the blog 
comes in, bridging the gap between the presentation of self and the performance of 
identity.  
 
iv. Blogging the Self, Performing the Narrative of Life 
 
The development of the blog (which is a popular truncation of the original term, ‘web-
log’) was preceded in part by the personal homepage, which was usually developed 
using fairly simple HTML code. The use of the word ‘home’ in the term ‘homepage’ 
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implies a sense of the personal and private, a space where the writer can discuss 
personal thoughts and ideas – these can be about anything ranging from movies to 
recipes to personal anecdotes. Although blogs are often hosted by servers dedicated 
to hosting blogs (e.g. Blogger, Livejournal, or Wordpress), thus enabling community 
participation between them, blogs can also be designed and coded into personal 
homepages, allowing users to not only maintain their blog, but also include other 
webpages to share their insights on personal interests or to display photographs.1 In 
a survey of personal homepages, Charles Cheung sees the Internet as an 
‘emancipatory medium . . . [where] the sign vehicles used in homepage self-
presentation are more subject to manipulation’ (2000: 47). Signs employed in such 
self-presentation can be seen in every aspect of the average blog: the overall layout 
or design of the blog (which frames the narrative and provides visual information 
about the blogger), the narrative itself (which I read as part of a performance of 
identity), and in the meta-structure of the blog, such as the comment feature, which 
acts as a feedback mechanism for the blogger when viewers write comments in 
response to blog posts. Compared to the personal homepage, a blog is dynamic and 
organic, an individualised broadcast channel where readers are frequently updated 
on the goings-on in the writer’s life.  
 
Blogs are essentially textual and visual archives of individuals’ anecdotes, rants, 
stories and photographs; their software structure facilitates easy and immediate 
updates of the minutiae of daily life, as can be understood from the term, ‘web-
logging’. Blogs are now a veritable force in the mass media and in popular culture – 
some have readerships of over 20,000 hits a day and their impact on public opinion 
regarding issues ranging anywhere from current affairs to design and style, to 
                                             
1 Although blogs and personal homepages have several common features, in this thesis I make most of 
my points in reference to blogs and not personal homepages, because my focus lies in the performance 
of identity as expressed in blog narratives wherein the blogger plays the protagonist, engaging in the 
performance of everyday life. 
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celebrities and entertainment, can often be significant. The recent 2008 American 
Presidential Election, for instance, was closely examined and discussed in several 
popular blogs. On the personal front, blogs generally serve as a form of online diary, 
recording an individual’s thoughts about daily life. Unlike an ordinary paper diary, a 
blog can also include digital photographs (or even slideshows that feature a montage 
of photographs), pre-recorded music, or homemade digital videos.  
 
There is nothing a blogger writes which is not a construct, especially in the way they 
present an account of their life. Some stories may be true, some may be 
embellished, and photographs can be digitally manipulated or chosen simply to 
portray a certain aspect, a certain mood, or a specific way in which the blogger 
wishes to be seen. (Like Facebook users, few bloggers, if any, deliberately put bad 
pictures of themselves on their blog, unless it is meant as a joke.) For Cheung, the 
personal homepage is a means for ‘strategic self-presentation’ since it is a ‘self-
defined “stage”, upon which we can decide what aspects of our selves we would like 
to present’ (2007: 275). David Bell, in response to Cheung, also notes that 
 
Personal websites offer their creators the chance to ‘reveal’ previously-
hidden aspects of their identities; in this way, homepage authors suggest 
that it is the ‘real me’ that is presented on a site (even though many admit 
to self-censoring, and to ‘tailoring’ the presented self) (2001: 118). 
 
The censorship and editing of the ‘real me’ is an interesting paradox which reveals 
the capacity for the blog to serve as a stage for the performance of a fantasy self. 
The anonymity that the Internet offers sets the tone for a space in which private or 
fantastical selves can be revealed or explored. Personal homepages (and by 
extension, blogs), then, are what Cheung calls an ‘emancipatory media genre’ that 
allows ‘net users to become active-cultural producers, expressing their suppressed 




Besides providing a space for explorations of identity, blogs are also arenas for the 
reflexive re-appraisal of past events. Andreas Kitzmann’s research on online self-
documentation draws similarities between blogs and memorial artefacts, noting that 
‘they represent a deliberate attempt to construct a particular version of the past and 
thus speak to preferred visions rather than to authentic truths’ (2005: 3). The blog 
serves as a virtual stage where a particular event from the past can be narrativised 
and (re)performed – a performance where the blogger’s history, body and identity is 
extended, manipulated, and reinscribed.  
 
An example of this reinscription and manipulation is Dawn Yang, a local ‘celebrity 
blogger’ (http://www.xanga.com/clapbangkiss) in Singapore who has come under fire 
numerous times for fabricating details about her ethnic heritage, her modeling career, 
and most of all, her face and body. There has been lively debate in online forums 
and other blogs (such as http://dawnwayangexposed.blogspot.com) concerning the 
authenticity of her not-unattractive looks – one side of the camp claims that she had 
extensive plastic surgery, and offers photographs of Yang as a gawky, slightly 
awkward teenager as proof; the other camp believes that makeup and creative 
styling can work wonders, and that Yang simply bloomed as a beauty as she grew 
out of her teenage years. Both arguments grapple with the difficulty of seeing Yang’s 
blog for what it is – a showcase for her persona playing out the role of a minor 
celebrity – and conflate the blog as online journal with its material counterpart, the 
private written diary. In Yang’s case, the tension between the real and the 
constructed, the public and the (supposedly) private, has evolved into a meta-
performance, one where questions of truth and falsity enact dramatic conflict. Yang’s 
performance on her blog is no longer simply confined to its online site; her very body 




Another blogger, probably one of Singapore’s most (in)famous bloggers, Xiaxue, is 
known for her frank and often offensive posts on daily life in Singapore, and for her 
exhibitionistic pride in posting carefully posed photographs of herself on her site, 
http://xiaxue.blogspot.com. Despite being criticised by other bloggers for being fake 
and superficial, Xiaxue has often unashamedly declared that most if not all of the 
photographs on her blog have been digitally enhanced using a computer graphics-
editing programme, Photoshop (see http://xiaxue.blogspot.com/2004/11/photoshop-
wonders_24.html). By highlighting the fabrication of her digital persona, Xiaxue plays 
on the necessary construct of identity that being a blogger entails. The ‘front-stage’ 
construction of Xiaxue is revealed, and draws attention to the interplay between 
Xiaxue the blogger, and Wendy Cheng, the ‘real’ person behind the blog. Cheng 
makes little effort to separate the two personae and on occasion, it appears that 
Cheng, not Xiaxue, writes metanarrative posts, similar to an author’s interruption in a 
novel to make a point about what the viewer has just read. Xiaxue’s blog is highly 
performative and self-reflexive at the same time, thanks to the interweaving of Xiaxue 
as performer/blogger and Cheng as authorial figure/performer.  
 
Further complicating the assumed boundaries distinguishing the performances of 
‘virtual’ blogger from ‘real-life’ blogger are Cheng’s television appearances as 
Wendy/Xiaxue in a reality-show series in 2007 titled Girls Out Loud. The television 
programme featured Cheng and another host, Rozz, exploring activities like fortune 
telling, blind dating and plastic surgery. One episode revolved around a face-to-face 
confrontation between Cheng and two other Singaporean female bloggers whom 
Cheng had previously criticised in her blog. The confrontation took the form of a 
verbal wrestling match in which disparaging remarks were exchanged. This blogger 
showdown performed a collision of Cheng’s different identities – firstly, Xiaxue the 
blogger; secondly, her mediatised television persona as seen on Girls Out Loud; and 
finally, her ‘real’ self, which seemed inexorably entwined together with the other 
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identities. Cheng’s appearance on television disrupted and complicated the 
boundaries between ‘virtual’ blogger and ‘real-life’ blogger, heightening the sense of 
play in her online performance of identity. 
 
This section and the two preceding ones have briefly introduced some of the different 
manifestations identity can take online; there are many more online interactions and 
representations in different situations and virtual environments that, due to 
constraints of length, cannot be discussed here. Hopefully my survey of various 
strategies of online self-representation so far offers a reasonable context wherein 
blog narratives and performances may be located. What remains to be explored, 
though, are the strategies bloggers utilise to perform identity online, and the ways in 
which the blog facilitates and frames their performances through layout, hypertextual 
structures, and the manipulation of the viewer’s experience with the screen. 
Furthermore, central to the idea of online performativity are the concepts of liveness 
and presence – how are such ideas incorporated and understood in a largely textual 
medium such as the blog? In the following chapters I will look more closely at the 
ways in which blogs mediate and constrain the ways in which a person performs and 
plays with identity. 
 
v. Blog Investigations: A Research Methodology 
 
Having surveyed some key features of the present cyberculture landscape and the 
issues of identity and performativity that accompany it, I now turn my attention to the 
research methodology that informs and frames this thesis. Although some theorists 
like Turkle, Cheung, and Bell have contributed valuable ideas on identity construction 
and performativity on the Internet, their research is mostly couched in the Internet 
applications of Web 1.0. This highlights the need for new perspectives to match the 
new parameters of online communication and identity in Web 2.0 applications. 
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Besides this, research on performativity in blogs has been largely lacking within 
performance studies; while there have been analyses of performativity and presence 
in Internet performances (by Alice Rayner in her essay ‘Everywhere and Nowhere: 
Theatre in Cyberspace’ (1999) and Susan Kozel in her 2007 book Closer: 
Performance, Technologies, Phenomenology, for instance), these studies either 
overlook blogs altogether, or insufficiently address the complexities and strategies 
inherent in blog performances.  
 
My research aims to fill in the gaps within contemporary research on blogs, identity 
and performativity by taking on varying perspectives – from the position of a blog 
viewer, a blogger, and a research observer watching viewers explore blogs. If it is 
often argued that the self is fragmented and multiplied online, perhaps adopting 
multiple positionalities within this thesis will help illuminate new or hidden ideas 
concerning blog performativity. The different perspectives I take throughout this 
thesis are an essential part of my research methodology, and provide key 
opportunities for me to closely analyse the blog from all angles.  
 
As a viewer, I first unpack and probe two different sorts of blog performances – one 
which performs and restages identity as played out in everyday life, and one which 
fetishises performativity in role-play and fantasy. The performative strategies 
generated from this investigation of blogs then feed into the larger part of my 
research, which is devoted to my performance research project, a website titled 
weekzero.net (http://www.weekzero.net). The creation of this website offered a space 
for me to investigate how identity is constructed and performed in blogs. As identity 
can never be fully stripped of the body that engenders it, I utilised a 
phenomenological approach in creating and analysing weekzero.net in the hope of 
better understanding the part embodied experience plays in the narrativisation and 
performativity of the blog. This approach and the research project will be described in 
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greater detail in Chapter Three. In order to gain objective insights into the ‘success’ 
(or felicity, perhaps, following Austin) of the performance of identity on weekzero.net, 
I invited several people to view and explore the website, and share their thoughts 
and reactions to it. Their comments have proven invaluable in offering new insights 
into hypertextual navigation, the embodied experience of Internet exploration and 
blog viewing, and the performer’s role in engaging and grounding the identity 
performed online.  
 
By taking on these different approaches towards the blog and the performances 
mediated through it, we may begin to reach a new level of understanding about the 
blog as a medium for self-expression and its impact on millions of people across the 
world. Why are some bloggers compelled to recount and re-perform, through text 
and images, stories and events in their lives? Why do viewers continually visit these 
blogs, hoping to find out more about a complete stranger on the other side of the 
globe? The next chapter will take a closer look at the process of self-presentation on 
blogs, and focus on two specific blogs whose playful manipulations of identity attract 




TAKING THE VIEWER’S SEAT: WATCHING BLOG PERFORMANCES 
 
i. Playing With Yourself: Self-ing in the Blog 
 
A quick Google search on blogspot.com, a popular blog server, at the present time of 
writing brings up approximately 476 million different blogs. Subjects range from travel 
to tattoos to Latin speakers and everything else in between. Without including other 
popular blog servers and personal homepages as well, the number of channels for 
people sharing private opinions and stories with the public is already vast. Anyone 
with an Internet connection also has access to a personal, digital soapbox, and user-
friendly blogging software makes it easy for opinions and stories to be broadcast to 
anyone with an Internet connection. Having briefly looked at the development of the 
blog and the identity play that occurs through it in the previous chapter, we now take 
a closer look at the means by which identity is performed on blogs, utilising two 
particular case studies as key examples of play and performance. 
 
Although there is a diverse range of blogs available on the Internet, my focus in this 
chapter largely centers upon the personal blog, which chronicles stories and 
thoughts, and which reflects the identity of the blogger. While there are several 
hundred thousand personal blogs available on the Internet, the blogs I am 
particularly interested in are those that exhibit elements of play. I use the term ‘play’ 
to refer to two main ideas – the first being that these blogs play and enact a 
performance of identity, and secondly, that blogs also play with and challenge the 
concept of identity as immutable and static. The performance of identity on blogs, 
moreover, is not confined to text; a blogger also may include photographs (often 
taken by themselves using their digital camera) or even homemade webcam videos 
where they speak directly to the camera, which serves as a proxy for the viewer. The 
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multimedia utilised in blogs expands the blogger’s capacity for play and performance 
– apart from the performance text, the viewer can now see the costume, the set, the 
props as well as the body of the blogger-performer.  
 
Earlier, Erving Goffman’s The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life was described as 
a dramaturgical account of the presentation of self, where ‘stages’, ‘props’, and 
various characteristic gestures are utilised on a daily basis by people in order to 
present a ‘front-stage’ self, which is presented for outward view by the general public. 
The ‘back-stage’ self, which he considers more authentic and true, generally remains 
hidden from public view. However, some writers like Sherry Turkle find Goffman’s 
concept of a ‘true’ self problematic, as it implies that this aspect of identity is fixed 
and unchanging. Although in the following excerpt she is specifically discussing 
MUDs, her points still stand in a discussion of identity as it is presented and 
performed through blogs:  
 
Virtual communities such as MUDs are the most dramatic example of the 
way the culture of simulation challenges traditional notions of human 
identity. Indeed, they make possible the construction of an identity that is 
so fluid and multiple that it strains the very limits of the notion. Identity, 
after all, literally means one. When we live through our electronic self-
representations we have unlimited possibilities to be many. People 
become masters of self-presentation and self-creation. The very notion of 
an inner, ‘true self’ is called into question (1997: 151, original emphases). 
 
 
As identity formation is an ongoing process (sociologist Anthony Giddens (1991) 
terms it a ‘project of the self’), many computer users such as those discussed by 
Turkle utilise virtual communities and other online platforms to experiment with new 
conceptions of self, or aspects of identity (e.g. gender, race, sexuality) that might 
otherwise be stigmatised by the dominant culture. For Turkle, Goffman’s argument 
highlights how the presentation of self can be seen as a performance, but it remains 
insufficient for a consideration of electronic self-representations. Virtual communities 
on the Internet allow users to preserve anonymity while presenting what they may 
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consider their ‘true’ self, which may be unfixed, multiple, and constantly evolving – a 
teenage schoolboy, for example, may find himself most at ease with himself when 
playing the role of a warrior princess on a MUD or in Second Life. The multiple 
possibilities for self-(re)presentation online thus overturn and problematise the 
concepts of ‘front-stage’ and ‘back-stage’ selves.  
 
According to Laura Robinson’s article ‘The Cyberself: the Self-ing Project Goes 
Online, Symbolic Interaction in the Digital Age’ (2007), Goffman sees the self as the 
‘process of dramatic interaction that produces multiple selves for multiple 
performances’ and that ‘self-ing occurs in the course of interaction via presentation of 
the self to selves projected by others’ (96). She also considers G.H. Mead’s 1934 
theory of reflexivity in the development of self: ‘For Mead, reflexivity consists of 
viewing oneself from the standpoint of the other, and this is the essence of the self-
ing process. Further, Mead’s concept of self is delineated by the “I” and the “me” 
such that the creative “I” is the individual’s response to the “me”’ (95, emphasis 
mine). Where Goffman sees the self as a ‘front-stage’ performance, Mead brings in 
the element of the audience or the viewer, even if this viewer is the same self, 
looking at the ‘me’. The process of self-ing relies on an awareness of being looked at 
by the other, and it is this same awareness that informs the creative production of 
self. The use of the word ‘creative’ reflects the self-conscious nature of self-ing; like 
the director who considers the audience in the creation of a performance, a person 
creating their ‘front-stage’ self has to be aware of their self-presentation to their 
viewers. 
 
Applying Goffman and Mead’s ideas in her analysis of online ‘cyberself-ing’, 
Robinson draws our attention again to the importance of the self’s interaction with 




Blogs allow the same presentation of the ‘I’ as do homepages, but they 
also expect the other to interact to [sic ] the ‘I’ in the same virtual space. 
The blogger presents the ‘I’ both through constructing the page and 
maintaining dialogue with other ‘I’s that post reactions and commentary. 
In blogging, each manifestation of the ‘I’ is predicated on the self-ing of 
other ‘I’s who form the cyberother. The ‘I’ is constantly redefined as the 
‘me’ in response to this interactional commentary (104).  
 
What happens, though, if no one bothers to respond to or comment on the blogger’s 
posts? While the blogger’s process of self-ing is actively played out through dialogue 
with viewers, their comments and reactions are not absolutely necessary for self-ing 
to occur. Robinson compares personal homepages to blogs, noting that although 
homepages are often not designed to support extensive dialogue, the process of 
self-ing takes place nonetheless: 
 
Online, the homepage allows the ‘I’ to present the self to the cyberother; 
in fact, the very construction of the homepage presumes the expectation 
of the virtual ‘generalised other’. In Goffmanian terms, the ‘I’ constructs 
the homepage with expressions given by choosing text, photos, and 
digital formatting with the other’s reaction in mind. The ‘I’ solicits the 
other’s gaze through links to email, tabs to post comments, hit counters, 
and membership in webrings. Each of these indicate the ‘I’s’ expectation 
of the other’s presence and eventual appraisal (104). 
 
The expectation of the other’s presence is sufficient for the blogger to engage in the 
self-reflexive act of creating what Robinson terms the ‘cyberme’, enacting a 
performance of identity.  
 
The ‘cyberme’ found on blogs, although seen primarily through text and images, is a 
unique entity that cannot be completely detached from the technological structure 
through which it is presented. In ‘Live(s) Online: Narrative Performance, Presence, 
and Community in Livejournal.com’ (2005), Kurt Lindemann argues that the blog 
involves a ‘reflexivity of the body’ (358), and becomes ‘an object detached from the 
author yet remains a reminder of the author’s bodily experience, both in the writing of 
the diary and in the experiences the diary recounts’ (356 – 357). Even as the blog 
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performs the process of self-ing and presents the ‘I’ to the online viewer, it is still tied 
to embodied experience and the physicality of the body. Lindemann continues: 
 
I argue that skilful performances as manifested in online journals will 
establish an interpretive frame that invites reader participation and 
acknowledges the ways technology enables and constrains a 
consideration between body and text. In other words, skilful 
performances of online journaling will not treat the online interaction as if 
it were a face-to-face conversation (359). 
 
A skilful performance foregrounds the technological structure of the blog and self-
reflexively acknowledges and engages with the technology as a unique medium of 
expression. Lindemann goes on to claim that the skilfully written blog creates ‘a 
desire for presence in attempting to establish a connection between corporeality and 
virtuality, highlighting the instability of such representation’ (359). Furthermore, such 
blogs can be viewed ‘as texts constructed for audiences through the 
communicatively competent and skilful use of language . . . employ[ing] special 
codes and shorthand for emotional expression (i.e., emoticons, “LOL” for “laugh out 
loud”) and figurative language that keys audiences to read entries as performances’ 
(357).  
 
The performance of identity on a blog, then, is reliant on three main factors. Firstly, 
the technological structure upon which the blog is coded and built; secondly, 
language and the narrative framework, the expressive outlet for the performance; 
and thirdly, the implied presence of the blogger through the textual narrative and any 
images that may be featured on the blog. Viewing blog performances with this in 
mind necessitates new considerations of embodiment, identity, and performativity. 
The following section will look at two particular blogs that I deem appropriately 
‘skilful’, both in the way they play with and perform their identity, and in the viewer 
response garnered through their performances. By coincidence, both of my 
selections happen to be hosted on Livejournal.com, which encourages online 
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community-building through features that promote community participation and the 
sharing of common interests. This is especially reflected in the first example below, 
which features a young blogger whose activities in a certain community have 
influenced the way she performs and presents her identity online. Involvement in 
Livejournal.com communities has also indirectly promoted the creative self-
presentations of the second blogger, who is partially influenced by an online 
subculture where fantasy and role-play take centre stage.  
 
ii. Growing Up Online: The Performance of Everyday Life 
 
One of the attractions of blogging on the Internet is the assumed anonymity of the 
blogger, who may be known only by an online ‘nick’, and the supposed privacy thus 
accorded by this anonymity. Revealing details like one’s real name, address, or even 
the way one looks need not be shown in the name of privacy. Yet on the other end of 
the spectrum are some bloggers who have no qualms about revealing almost 
everything about themselves, from the contents of their refrigerator to the view from 
their toilet bowl. Sarah Waldorf, an American teenager, is one such blogger. Her 
blog, ‘The Earth Just Shifted’ (http://____aloof.livejournal.com), serves as an 
impressive archive of photographs documenting the life of a typical white, middle-
class, suburban teenager.  
 
Waldorf’s keen interest in photography led her to participate in a Livejournal.com 
community called A Day In My Life (http://adayinmylife.livejournal.com), where 
members all over the world take photographs to chronicle a full day in their lives from 
waking to sleep. The very concept of exhibiting a ‘day in the life’ already frames the 
blog post as a performance in which the blogger performs, directs, and narrates a 
typical day in their life, but it also sets up an interesting paradox where this 
performance of everyday life is made under cover of not being a performance. The 
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way in which Waldorf engages with this paradox makes her performance of everyday 
life fascinating.  
 
Waldorf’s imaginative photography and cheerful spontaneity has made her posts 
popular in this community, which has encouraged her to continue documenting her 
days, even if not all of these posts are submitted to the community. Comparing the 
number of comments she receives for what she calls ‘picture posts’ and more 
ordinary text-only posts, it is clear that her photographs are the main attraction to her 
viewers. Through these photographs, viewers are able to piece together the details 
of her daily life, and some loyal viewers probably know about her activities and 
surroundings more intimately than her parents (who apparently do not read the blog). 
These loyal viewers have become so familiar with her life that they readily express a 
sense of closeness to her although they have never met. Waldorf’s documented days 
began in early 2006, and while not all of them are as fully documented in the detail 
that her more recent entries exhibit, they already demonstrate her enthusiasm for 
capturing the minute details of her daily life, which revolve mostly around school, 
family and friends.  
 
Some of Waldorf’s early documentations, like that of May 24, 2006 
(http://users.livejournal.com/____aloof/50908.html), are not very exciting in terms of 
activity, but they offer an in-depth look at her life and her surroundings. Waldorf 
herself appears several times in many of the photos, showing her awareness of her 
role as performer, or at least as a sort of guide, escorting the viewer through an 
entire day in her life. These documentary posts are not just a view of her life from her 
perspective; they also show her playing herself. For example, the first photograph 





Figure 1: Waldorf posing for a ‘waking up’ shot. 
 
To properly execute this photograph, the camera was very likely placed on a tripod or 
some sort of support with its timer turned on; Waldorf would probably have quickly 
returned to bed to pose for the shot. It is also possible that this photograph was taken 
only after a few attempts, which means that Waldorf may have needed to repeat the 
process of getting out of bed, setting the timer, and then climbing back into bed and 
acting sleepy. The moment of awaking is reproduced and restaged for the viewer, as 
are many other similar moments throughout the day. Posing for these photographs 
shows the self-reflexive performance of Waldorf’s ‘front-stage’ self even as she 
claims to show moments of her ‘back-stage’ self. The very act of documentation 
frames her entire post as a performance, but what makes this performance all the 
more fascinating is the way she seems to shuttle back and forth between living and 
re-enacting each part of her documented day.  
 
A more recent entry from September 28, 2008 
(http://users.livejournal.com/____aloof/187882.html) shows Waldorf going through 
the same process of restaging the performance of her everyday life. The customary 
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‘waking up’ shots remain, but she has also grown to act more ‘naturally’ in front of the 
camera, posing as though she was caught in the act of doing mundane things, like 
washing up in the bathroom (Figure 2): 
 
 
Figure 2: Waldorf posing in her college bathroom 
 
This photograph shows Waldorf reaching out for an item on her bathroom shelf, and 
was again also probably taken with her camera on self-timer. (Waldorf has often 
written that she rarely allows others to handle her camera, and on occasions when 
others use her camera to photograph her, she credits them very clearly in her posts.) 
Her staged naturalness signals her intention of documenting her day as accurately 
as possible, although by this point it should be clear that while each of these posts 
are in a sense ‘truthful’ documentations, they are also contradicted by her careful 
(re)staging and performance of these documentary photographs. This reflects yet 
another paradox of her blog performance: that her posts are ‘truthful’ precisely 




In his book Saved From Oblivion: Documenting the Daily From Diaries to Web Cams 
(2004), Andreas Kitzmann argues that the pleasure gained from viewing self-
documented materials, like home movies, diaries, or blogs, emanates from a ‘dirty 
aura’. Reminiscent of the aura of authenticity that Walter Benjamin famously wrote 
about, the dirty aura is instead ‘all about the Real Thing and the rush that can 
momentarily be experienced or even anticipated from getting close to a moment of 
authentic experience’ (116) and can be found in other phenomena like reality 
television, extreme sports, or pornography. Kitzmann emphasises the promise of 
authenticity that self-documented articles like blogs project: 
 
For what self-documentation promises or at the very least pretends to be 
able to promise is a glimpse at Real Life, either past or present. In some 
cases this may lead to a sublime experience but more likely to moments 
of nostalgia, emotional ‘connection’ or simple (fetishistic) desire (116). 
 
It is through her detailed visual posts that viewers gain a deep sense of the ‘dirty 
aura’ surrounding Waldorf and her life. The authenticity of her photographs and her 
documentary posts may be open to questioning especially if one considers how 
these photographs were staged and constructed to give the impression of realness, 
but this does not matter to most of her viewers, who seem happy enough to see the 
in-depth details of Waldorf’s life that bring them close enough to ‘reality’. Loyal 
viewers who have visited her blog since 2006 will have literally seen her grow over 
her teenage years from a slightly awkward fifteen-year-old to a more confident 
eighteen-year-old, and have built an emotional connection with her. Just before 
Waldorf moved from her hometown to college, her last day at home was 
documented, and in her post she expressed her apprehensions about the transition 
(http://users.livejournal.com/____aloof/183335.html). Many viewers responded, 
either sharing their own nostalgic stories about moving away to college or reassuring 
her; one viewer, star_drifter, wrote ‘Ahhhh reading this made ME cry! It’s such a big 
transition from the end of high school to real life, I know. Good luck today. : )’ to 
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which Waldorf replied, ‘Awww! I’m sorry! : ) Thank you!’ Despite being relative 
strangers to each other, both Waldorf and star_drifter were able to have a bonding 
moment together, a connection facilitated by her blog and its dirty aura. 
 
Waldorf’s presentations of both key and mundane moments of her life are motivated 
and constructed by her blog and the viewers who respond to it; her development as a 
young adult is simultaneously shown and performed. Everyday life is no longer just a 
backdrop for the presentation of a ‘front-stage’ self, it gets co-opted into the 
performance as Waldorf pauses, sets her camera timer, and enacts her creation of 
this very same ‘front-stage’ self. 
 
iii. Performing Fantasy: Cheri, the Goddess 
 
Cheri, aged twenty-one, is an Asian American blogger who maintains two blogs: the 
first, titled ‘‘Sup Cheri? An Art, Photo and Fashion Diary’ 
(http://heycheri.livejournal.com) centers around her main interests, which appear to 
be shopping, partying, and photography, particularly self-portraits in which she 
flaunts her body. The second blog, ‘Princess Cheri… The Diary of a Spoilt Princess’ 
(http://goddesscheri.livejournal.com) reveals a different side of Cheri – it shows her 
playing the role of a ‘domme’, or a dominatrix, a woman who takes on the role of the 
dominant or the ‘mistress’ in dominance-submission relationships. The shopping and 
partying lifestyle of ‘regular’ Cheri is mostly funded by the activities of ‘domme’ Cheri, 
and the entanglement of both personas plays out a fascinating performance of 
identity, one that this section will unpack. Throughout this section I will make a 
distinction between the two different roles that Cheri the blogger plays – ‘regular’ 
Cheri, and ‘Princess’ (or sometimes ‘Goddess’) Cheri. These roles must be seen as 
separate and distinct from the actual persona of Cheri the blogger, who is using both 




Most of ‘regular’ Cheri’s blog entries revolve around her love for shopping and her 
partying lifestyle, and are usually accompanied by photographs, many featuring 
herself in sexy party dresses or modeling her shopping purchases. Cheri’s 
confidence in her looks and her figure is reflected in her writing style, which is often 
very unapologetic about her arrogance and derision towards other girls, particularly 
girls whom she perceives to be unattractive. One such remark reads: ‘I cut out the 
other girl in this picture because she was srsly fugging it up.2 -_- Like 500 lbs, trashy 
pink bra beneath see-through black top she bought at WalMart, & a Marlboro 
Cigarette pack wedged between her boobs’ (7 September 2008, 
http://heycheri.livejournal.com/213046.html). In the same entry she also notes that 
she was ‘the best-dressed bitch’ at the party, and with that point made, declares ‘I’m 
allowed to be as full of myself as I goddamn want’.  
 
Cheri’s Livejournal.com persona has been constructed to play out and reflect the 
fantasy of a sexy young girl, one who appears to have it all: looks, confidence, 
glamour, and a lot of disposable income. Her attractiveness, especially that portrayed 
in photographs, is important to her, so much so that when comparing different make-
up brands, she feels inclined to select the brand that makes her look good in 
photographs, and not the brand that makes her look natural under normal light: 
‘Admittedly, it [a certain make-up brand] does look more "natural" than my MAC liquid 
foundation does (in person), but I dunno. I take a lot of pictures with friends, and 
that's when I want my makeup to stand out the most. That's when I want to look 
perfect -- not shiny or too-red, y'know?’ (http://heycheri.livejournal.com/225951.html, 
emphases original). In another post she discusses the use of Photoshop, a popular 
                                             
2 Cheri’s mis-spellings and use of colloquial terms and Internet slang in her blog entries have been left 





photo-editing software, and reveals her secrets for looking ‘glam’ in all of her portrait 
and partying photographs. With Photoshop, she adds a glow to her complexion, 
sharpens and highlights her eyes, and ‘sculpts’ her face by adding shadows so that it 
looks more chiseled (http://heycheri.livejournal.com/213405.html). Her efforts at 
enhancement in order to look ‘perfect’ are a vital part of her performance of identity, 
and, as we shall see, her role-playing in a different sort of fantasy, starring ‘domme’ 
Cheri. 
 
‘Princess Cheri’ is the persona performed by Cheri in her job as an online financial 
dominatrix. This job requires her to take on the dominant role in her online and 
telephone encounters with her male clients, also known as submissives. These men 
obtain pleasure from being verbally abused and ignored by women such as Princess 
Cheri, even while they lavish her with ‘tributes’ of expensive presents and large sums 
of money. In return for these tributes, Princess Cheri may deign to speak or write a 
few sentences to some of her submissives, or post a blog entry featuring 
photographs of her glamorous lifestyle and the costly, frivolous items that she has 
bought with the money they have given her. Their dominance-submission 
relationship pivots on the masochistic pleasure these men receive by role-playing 
pathetic, enslaved men, even if they may lead success-driven lives in reality. Two of 
Princess Cheri’s submissives brought this role-play to the extreme, by de-humanising 
themselves as animals (a dog and a pig) in the service of the ‘Goddess’ they 
worshipped. One of the submissives, a British man, cast himself as a ‘human 
puppydog’ named Patch, and played this role as accurately as he could, eating only 
dry dog food and sleeping in a small crate at night, while sending her as much 
money and as many gifts as he could. Eventually he went bankrupt and was 
abandoned by Princess Cheri, as he no longer had any value to her. However, 
according to his blog, he remains loyal to his ‘owner’ and continues in the lifestyle 




Goddess Cheri still owns me however.... i will never serve another whilst 
there is a glimmer of hope that i might again make Her proud to own and 
abuse me and so continue to live in every way possible as She has 
commanded; 
i remain in chastity that has lasted over 9 months 
i continue on a 100% dog food diet 
i sleep in the cage 
i spend my free time in the cage or my dog basket 
i linger at Her heels despite Her ignoring rejection. 
 
One day perhaps i will return, for Goddess Cheri has all of my love, all of 




Patch elevates Cheri to the status of a goddess by capitalising all the pronouns he 
uses in reference to her. His actual lifestyle as a dog may be questionable, since he 
only describes them online, but his blog serves as an outlet for him to perform this 
dehumanised role in his dominance-submission fantasy. Princess Cheri’s own blog, 
however, barely acknowledges him; it is more concerned with the flaunting of her 
new clothes and her body.  
 
On the surface, Princess Cheri’s blog may seem very similar to that of ‘regular’ Cheri, 
but there are two key differences between them. Firstly, the blogs of the two Cheris 
have dissimilar purposes – ‘regular’ Cheri uses her blog to record her thoughts and 
emotions about certain events in her life, such as her break-up with her boyfriend or 
a lesbian experience she had after a drunken night out partying. Princess Cheri 
rarely gives details of the parties she attends or any of her emotions and thoughts; 
her blog does not so much serve to record memory than it is there to assert her 
presence as a beautiful and powerful domme, a stage on which her performing body 
is the object of desire for her submissives. She is aware that her viewers look at her 
blog in order to fantasise about her, not to read about the stories in her life, and her 
blog has been constructed as a specific space for these fantasies to exist. Even the 










Figure 4. ‘Princess’ Cheri’s blog banner 
 
Similar images appear in both banners – lipstick prints, pink and red stilettos, and the 
logo of luxury brand Chanel – but Cheri’s body is framed and positioned differently in 
each banner. In the first banner (Figure 3) only her face and hair can be seen, and 
the rest of the banner is taken up with the frivolities that she enjoys, like shoes and 
makeup. Cheri looks directly at the viewer with a slight smile on her face. Her image 
seems to suggest forthrightness and confidence, and her body, which is hidden, is 
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not presented as an object of desire. In contrast, Cheri’s face is partially obscured 
from view in the second banner (Figure 4), but most of her scantily-clad body is 
shown, posed in a reclining position that implies indulgence and disdain. Princess 
Cheri’s pose and the items that surround her body – cash, branded luxury items, a 
telephone symbolising her Niteflirt service line, which pays her whenever her 
submissives call it to listen to her voice – all of these invite the viewer into an 
exchange of desire. In exchange for their desiring gazes upon her body, her 
submissives have to pay for her desire for cash and luxury. Each of these banners 
was designed and created by Cheri for use on her blogs, and the design and 
composition of each banner highlights her self-reflexive use of her own image to 
perform different identities on each blog.  
 
The second difference between ‘regular’ Cheri and Princess Cheri is related to the 
first one, and lies in the narrative voice utilised in both blog performances. Compared 
to the occasionally conceited, but usually friendly tone of ‘regular’ Cheri, the tone on 
Princess Cheri’s blog is much more imperious and arrogant. In one November 2008 
post she writes: ‘Too busy for you losers lately. These past few weekends have just 
been party after party after party after party . . . Don't get me wrong – I'm still sucking 
your wallets dry and not leaving you a penny’ 
(http://goddesscheri.livejournal.com/120371.html). The ‘losers’ to whom she refers 
are her submissives like Patch, and other anonymous readers who often comment to 
thank her for the sexually-provocative photographs of herself that she posts on the 
blog.  
 
It is important to note that her role of overbearing dominatrix cannot exist without a 
supporting cast of actors, i.e. the submissives, since the essence of the dominance-
submission relationship is the balance of power maintained between both parties in 
the relationship. This relationship then becomes a performance played over the 
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Internet, which does not simply fulfill the role of an arena for the performance, but 
actually comprises a vital part of the performance. The balance of power just 
mentioned rests on the distance between the domme and the submissive, which is 
carefully maintained and adjusted according to the needs of the relationship. This 
distance is created and simultaneously bridged through the Internet, which allows for 
the domme to ignore or contact her submissives as much as she pleases. Since 
(relative) anonymity is preserved for Princess Cheri, there is no way any of her 
viewers or submissives can ever approach her, thus further emphasising her 
‘goddess’ qualities.  
 
In her essay ‘Will The Real Body Please Stand Up?’ (2007) Allucquere Rosanne 
Stone makes an observation about phone sex workers and the modalities of desire 
that they construct. The medium of the telephone necessitates a ‘compression’ of the 
body through verbal codes that are exchanged as tokens over the telephone. The 
client ‘uncompresses’ these tokens and ‘constructs a dense, complex interactional 
image’ (446). Stone goes on to note: 
 
In these interactions desire appears as a product of the tension between 
embodied reality and the emptiness of the token, in the forces that 
maintain the pre-existing codes by which the body is constituted. The 
client . . . uses cues in the verbal token to construct a multimodal object 
of desire with attributes of shape, tactility, odour, etc. This act is 
thoroughly individual and interpretive; out of a highly compressed token 
of desire the client constitutes meaning that is dense, locally situated, 
and socially particular (446). 
 
Unlike a phone sex worker, who has to rely on verbal cues over the telephone, 
Princess Cheri is able to present the image of her body on her blog as the token of 
desire. While not ‘compressed’ the way a phone sex worker is, by donning a series of 
sexually-provocative costumes, Princess Cheri undergoes a different sort of 




Stone also refers to historian Frances Barker in her essay, considering the latter’s 
point that in post-Industrial times, the body becomes progressively covered up and 
hidden even while it is increasingly expressed through text: ‘the body [becomes] 
more physical, while the subject [becomes] more textual, which is to say, non-
physical’ (445). Princess Cheri encapsulates this point by presenting both object (the 
body) and the subject (the performed identity, the textual self) in an inexorable 
tension that underscores her entire performance as a domme. Not merely a series of 
photographs of her body in sexy underwear, the textual narrative that Princess Cheri 
weaves is a construct of teasing seduction and arrogant rejection that balances the 
physicality of her fetishised body. For example, in a post titled ‘I Wiiiin!’, the first 
image that viewers see is that of Princess Cheri clad only in underwear while 
standing in her bedroom. She draws focus to her body by announcing that she will 
soon be modeling in a lingerie photoshoot, and that it 'will be similar to the above 
photograph – like sexy underwear, clubbing outfits, etc’ 
(http://goddesscheri.livejournal.com/118179.html), a reference that is not pursued 
further, but can be taken as a sort of compressed token of desire that the viewer, as 
Stone describes, can use to interpret and constitute meaning and fantasy. This is 
then followed by a description of the various online and phone encounters Princess 
Cheri has had with her submissives. She presents the conversations that take place 
between them as a series of textual exchanges, highlighting their gullibility and 
foolishness in the relationship, and thus co-opting them into her performance as a 
superior and temperamental goddess. 
 
Apart from written posts on her blog, Princess Cheri also maintains a Youtube 
channel (http://www.youtube.com/user/princesscheri) where she posts homemade 
videos of herself. Now, instead of being confined to text and images, Princess Cheri 
and her performances take on the addition of sound and movement. Her voice and 
laughter can now be heard and her body is no longer frozen in photographs, but can 
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be seen moving and dancing. Some of the videos on Youtube fetishise certain parts 
of her body, in particular her feet, such as one video titled ‘Calling All Foot Freaks!’ 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQ8SIVHDOvk). In this video Cheri’s face and 
most of her body is hidden from view as the camera focuses mostly on her feet, 
which are clad in yellow flip-flops. Cheri’s hand can be seen caressing one foot, as 
she says ‘It’s just sad, because . . . they’re [the feet] nothing to me, but it’s everything 
to you’ while a caption flashes over the screen with the words ‘You belong under my 
feet, losers!!’ Foot fetishes are not new, but in Princess Cheri’s performance in 
particular they reinforce her ‘goddess’ status because they place the viewer in the 
position of a supplicant, worshipping at the feet of a god. While the Youtube videos 
are free and available for anyone to view, Princess Cheri’s blog also advertises a 
series of other homemade videos that are available for sale online. A glance at the 
synopses and previews of these videos indicate that their content is not 
pornographic; on the contrary, they often show Cheri doing mundane activities, like 
walking around a shopping mall, or the perspective from her feet (again, using the 
video-camera to replicate and exaggerate the eyeline of a supplicant or even a pet 
dog) while she is in a car being driven around. Although these videos hold no interest 
for most viewers, for Princess Cheri’s submissives these videos extend the pleasure 
that they obtain from being ignored, since their role in the relationship is that of a 
‘loser’ who deserves little attention. At no point does Cheri acknowledge or speak to 
the camera, and she acts as though she has no knowledge of its presence. This 
preserves the voyeuristic fantasy enacted through the video, and yet this fantasy 
cannot be a total act of voyeurism, because even if she is the object of the video 
recording, Cheri is in control of its final edit – what can and cannot be seen in her 
video.  
 
Princess Cheri’s definition of her body as a fetishised object and her use of video-
recordings to portray her in the act of everyday life are not totally new strategies. In 
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the late 1990s an Internet website called JenniCAM became extremely popular with 
Internet users. Jennifer Ringley, a young American female, set up a webcam in her 
bedroom and programmed it to broadcast an image of the activity taking place in 
front of it every twenty seconds onto a website. Occasionally, video-recordings were 
also posted on the website. This website served as a digital window into her 
bedroom and even if the room was empty, many viewers continued to watch, waiting 
for something to happen. None of Ringley’s private activities were hidden from 
viewers, who could occasionally see her walking around naked or having sex with 
her boyfriend, and Ringley made no effort to conceal these recordings, as she 
wanted to show how her everyday life – sex and nudity included – was lived. Krissi 
M. Jimroglou’s article, ‘A Camera With a View: JenniCAM, Visual Representation, 
and Cyborg Subjectivity’ (2001), takes on the ideas of Donna Haraway and Laura 
Mulvey as she attempts to show how JenniCAM created a cyborg subjectivity that 
challenges and redefines the visual representation of gender and identity, particularly 
on the Internet. Jimroglou spends some time analysing the supposedly voyeuristic 
elements of JenniCAM and establishes that instead of being voyeuristic, JenniCAM 
actually subverts the term by taking control of the voyeur’s gaze: 
 
As used by Freud, ‘voyeurism’ involves seeing what should not be seen. 
The object of the voyeur’s gaze does not know it is being watched. Yet, 
Jenni anticipates and even invites the gaze of the world into her 
bedroom: she situates herself in front of the camera as well as behind it. 
Again, this dual position of viewer and viewee uncloaks the performativity 
involved in the production and reproduction of JenniCAM. By tempting 
the viewer with the fantasy of complete vision, of total knowledge, 
JenniCAM forces a reevaluation of the term ‘voyeur’ (291). 
 
Laura Mulvey was influential in theorising the filmic male gaze as one that places and 
reinforces the female as an object of desire, and Cheri turns this patriarchal gaze 
back in on itself by overplaying and over-fetishising the voyeuristic elements in her 
videos for her own benefit. Her blog posts and constant calls for viewers to purchase 
her home videos demonstrate her awareness and use of the ‘exploitation’ she places 
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over the image of her own body, an exploitation that Mulvey claims is imposed by the 
male patriarchal order. In fact, Cheri’s choice of camera angles that place the 
(supposedly) male viewer in the role of supplicant or pet dog subverts the object-
subject relationship – the subject (the viewer) has been displaced into an objectified 
role even as he or she continues to view the video. Like JenniCAM, Princess Cheri’s 
videos only portray an impression of the voyeuristic gaze, and her control of this 
gaze does not just mark it as a commodity, but enables a fulfillment of her role as 
dominatrix, determining just what and how much her submissives get to see. In 
Jimroglou’s words, ‘she is composer and is composed’ (291).  
 
Cheri’s body is a key element in the construction and performance of fantasy. 
Dispersed between two blogs and various homemade videos, her identity is 
multimodal and constantly remediated online. Both her body and her identity are 
utilised in an exchange of pleasure between herself and her submissives – for her, a 
fulfillment of consumerist desire; for them, a psychological and sexual desire, 
consummated alone behind the keyboard. Although Cheri’s performances never 
extend beyond the computer screen or the telephone line, she still manages to have 
a very physical effect on the people who are participants in their mutually-created 
fantasy. Instead of furthering the split between mind and body often discussed by 
cyberculture theorists, self-documentation can actually affirm the presence of the 
body, both onscreen and behind it. Andreas Kitzmann writes: 
 
Despite the fact that some domestic web-cams, blogs, or web-journals 
could be dismissed as self-absorbed ramblings or vain attempts to attain 
some measure of recognition or fame, I am inclined to cast the 
phenomenon of web-based self-documentation in a positive light 
because it indicates the reinsertion of the embodied human and its 
material ground into the ‘immaterial’ place of the web (125). 
 
The role of the body remains central in the experience of the blog. It is near 
impossible to read a personal blog without formulating in one’s mind a mental image 
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of the blogger, the same way it is also difficult for a blogger to write about personal 
experiences without describing them in embodied terms. The identities that Sarah 
Waldorf and Cheri perform on their blogs are also performances which also involve 
their body – in this sense, their blogs are always inextricably tied to their bodies, 
bodies which then are captured through photographs and webcam videos to dangle, 
somewhere and nowhere, between the real world and virtual space. 
 
The blogs analysed in this chapter reveal a complex interplay between narrative 
tone, the display of the body through images and video, and the blogger’s interaction 
with their viewers through comments; these elements lie at the core of the 
performances of identity created by bloggers like Waldorf and Cheri. Their blogs can 
be considered performative in the sense that they enact, display and fulfil roles that 
the bloggers choose to take on. While my analysis in this chapter details the 
strategies of performance in their blogs, it also raises new questions about the 
underlying structure of a blog (such as its use of hyperlinks, or the layout of text and 
images) and how this impacts upon the construction and performance of identity on 
it. The next chapter will turn its focus towards these new questions, which are 





BLOGGING FROM THE INSIDE: A PHENOMENOLOGICAL JOURNEY 
 
i. Observing Oneself: A Phenomenological Approach 
 
The interplay between virtual and ‘real’ bodies within digital media has been the 
subject of much artistic experimentation and critical discussion ever since video and 
imaging technology entered the budgetary and practical reach of artists. Although 
blogs generally do not utilise advanced technologies such as voice-recognition 
systems or virtual-reality environments, the performances that they enact online and 
onscreen also force one to acknowledge and renegotiate the boundaries of the 
performing body. The persona one sees on a blog, for instance, can be considered to 
be both the protagonist and the performer, but behind the screen, there is a doubling 
at work. The digital performer/protagonist cannot exist without its real-life 
counterpart, the live blogger who photographs, writes, and actually lives the 
experiences that are chronicled on the blog. These experiences are not presented 
as-is to the blog viewer, but go through a reflective process where the eventual 
output is expressed creatively, through writing or images.  
 
It is this reflective process that forms the basis of a phenomenological approach to 
my performance research project, weekzero.net, a website that reconstructed and 
reconfigured key elements of the blog (such as its diary-like narratives and its 
hypertextual quality) in a performance that explored the boundaries of the 
psychological, reflective body as it is woven with the physical, experiential one. 
Simultaneously reaching inside and out, weekzero.net probes the space between the 
viewer and the computer screen, drawing awareness and focus to the sensory 
organs that usually remain pre-reflective, lurking just beneath the surface of our 
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attention like unconscious reflexes. Nick Crossley, a sociologist who studies the role 
of embodiment in societies and interpersonal relations, notes that ‘the lived body is 
absent, experientially, in much of our experience and the body we are aware of as 
our own is an “object” that we know from the outside, by adopting perspectives of 
others towards ourselves’ (87). The protagonist of weekzero.net may be incorporeal, 
but she is by no means disembodied or absent; in fact, the narrative threads on the 
website are often interrupted by orders to the viewer to ‘trace your fingers on the 
touchpad, as you would touch skin on a back’. It is as though the website demands 
to be touched and sensed, reaching out to the viewer the same way the viewer 
extends his or her attention and imagination into the website. Through the viewer’s 
embodied experience, the website and its performance become live and present. 
The virtual, digital and physical bodies co-mingle.  
 
Performers and performance theorists like Susan Kozel and Philip Zarrilli have 
explored the phenomenological experience of performing with technology, basing 
their investigations on the philosophical writings of Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Merleau-
Ponty’s 1945 book, Phenomenology of Perception, challenged the Cartesian dualist 
stand that mind and body function on separate planes of perception, arguing instead 
that the inescapably embodied nature of experience allows one to reach a greater 
depth of understanding through perception.  The body and its flesh are key to this 
perceptual consciousness, and Merleau-Ponty’s thoughts have been of particular 
relevance to the performing arts and to theories of performance. A dancer’s 
phenomenological experience of performing a complex routine can provide new 
insights on, perhaps, the engagement of memory (of the choreographed sequence) 
with that of the body, which also has a specific ‘muscle memory’ of its own. Rather 
than relying on static understandings of performance and its relation and impact on 
the body, the phenomenological method is based upon the epoché, a bracketing of 
pre-conceived knowledge in an attempt to delve into the pre-reflective. In actor 
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training, Phillip Zarrilli stresses the importance of developing an actor’s ‘bodymind’ 
(after David Edward Shaner, 1985), through disciplined corporeal training focusing 
on the awareness of one’s breath moving through the body, thus creating an 
embodied consciousness in the actor. Zarrilli sees this method as ‘an alternative to 
the too often cognitively based model of the psychological/behavioral creation of the 
character’ (2002: 194). 
 
Susan Kozel’s book Closer: Performance, Technologies, Phenomenology (2007) 
straddles her dual roles as dancer and philosopher, looking at several projects she 
participated in over the years as a performer, collaborator, and critic. Throughout her 
book she argues passionately for the validity of phenomenological methodologies, 
especially in the performing arts: 
 
As a first-person methodology, a phenomenological description is 
received subjectively. As a purveyor of lived experience with the potential 
for new knowledge contained within it, one person’s phenomenological 
account can be received by others within circles of shared truth. Truth 
according to this model may be objective and verifiable through repeated 
experiments, but it also may be entirely unrepeatable and subjective. The 
truth offered through phenomenology is better expressed as relevance, 
and the way it functions is described effectively by Gaston Bachelard in 
terms of reverberation, resonance, and repercussion: powerful words for 
being multisensory and fundamentally physical, of sound and vibration, 
inside and outside the body. (24) 
 
 
In the positivist tradition of objective, third-person methodologies in research, 
especially in the hard sciences, it is easy to disregard phenomenological approaches 
as blind subjectivity: a one-sided, overtly-personal lens through which critical 
discourse becomes inaccurate or irrational. Kozel notes that the construction of 
knowledge is never entirely based on one prevailing judgement or methodology, but 
that ‘knowledge is constructed through the engagement between bodies and 
machines within the world, and that this knowledge can be arrived at through a range 
of methodologies and voices’ (11). The embodied subjective experience should not 
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be overlooked in any critical examination of the performing body. As ethnographer D. 
Soyani Madison reminds us, ‘Subjectivity becomes all at once a vessel, lens, and 
filter of every telling [of experience]’ (2005: 34). 
 
However, expressing new insights through the lens of subjectivity is often easier said 
than done, as Zarrilli notes when describing his experiences training in Indian 
kathakali dance-drama: ‘I found it difficult to describe my experience in language that 
neither objectified nor . . . romantically subjectified and/or reified my own experience, 
applying to it a thin gloss of self-congratulation’ (2002: 185). A strategy that may 
sufficiently address Zarilli’s difficulties, and one that I shall adopt in the following 
discussion of the weekzero.net project, is a dialogic structure with ample room for 
theoretical/critical and phenomenological exchanges, in the hope that the negotiation 
between these two points may take in both ideas from theoretical writings and my 
own experiences, to provide new perspectives on digital performance and its 
implications for embodiment and presence.  
 
However, this strategy is not without its contradictions – the most significant one 
being that a methodology emphasising the phenomenological experience of 
embodiment is utilised to explore something as ostensibly disembodied as virtuality. 
In his book Becoming Virtual: Reality in the Digital Age (1998), Pierre Lévy notes the 
‘simple and misleading opposition between the real and the virtual’ (23) and defines 
the virtual as ‘a kind of problematic complex, the knot of tendencies or forces that 
accompanies a situation, event, object or entity, and which invokes a process of 
resolution: actualisation’ (24). The term ‘reality’ implies a material existence, whereas 
the virtual does not actually refer to immateriality, but to a state of potential, a 
transitional point towards actualisation; instead of being non-existent, the modalities 
of the virtual involve detachment and dispersion. Comparing a printed (or in his 




Deterritorialised, fully present in all its existing versions, copies and 
projections, deprived of inertia, ubiquitous inhabitant of cyberspace, 
hypertext helps produce events of textual actualisation, navigation, and 
reading. Only such events can be said to be truly situated. And although 
it requires a real physical substrate for its subsistence and actualisation, 
the imponderable hypertext has no place. (28) 
 
The apparent dialectic between the real and the virtual, then, is an overly simplistic 
one. Although I may be using a phenomenological, embodied approach to explore 
virtuality, this does not necessarily mean that my encounter with the virtual is an 
irreconcilable one, even if it may be problematic. In fact, according to Lévy, the act of 
encountering the virtual is an embodied event in itself – turning on the computer, 
using the keyboard or the mouse to navigate the Internet, and reading the hypertext 
onscreen – producing and situating ‘reality’ as part of the tangent connecting the 
virtual, the actual, and the real. My approach to the weekzero.net project therefore 
necessitates a dialogic negotiation along this tangent, between my own encounter 
with the virtual and the ways in which my body and its senses affect and are affected 
by it; the body cannot be detached from the experience. As will be seen below, the 
weekzero.net website was designed to facilitate a viewer’s heightened awareness of 
his or her relationship with the website, the computer screen, and the sensations 
within their own body. It challenges the gap between what we consider virtual, and 
what our actual encounter with the virtual is like.  
 
ii. Preludes and precursors 
 
weekzero.net was first conceived as a blog in one of my early attempts to recreate, 
through writing and photographs, a character and her performance online. It provided 
a space for me to ask and address questions of performativity and identity on blogs – 
how exactly does one create a performance of identity? Where could it begin? What 
would happen if such a performance of identity were stretched or fragmented, or if 
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the blogger’s body was unseen, and what impact would it have on viewers? Although 
I was able to analyse and critique the performances that I viewed on other blogs, my 
position as a viewer only allowed me to look at the surface of the performance. In 
order to better understand how identity could be constructed and performed on a 
blog, I decided to create a website that would allow me to mimic and experiment with 
different aspects of blog structures, narrative, and identity construction.  
 
A very early version of the project can be seen at the website 
http://missmyeye.livejournal.com, and the title or username, missmyeye, comes from 
a phrase in a song lyric by Scottish band Belle & Sebastian, where a play on the 
word ‘eye’ also means ‘I’. Furthermore, it was a reference to the idea of the eye/I, the 
eye being the most important sensory organ used when navigating through or 
viewing a performance, and the way one’s understanding and projection of self 
seems to be centred upon it. Through the title I wanted to imply that the ‘I’ of the 
protagonist or the performer could be overlooked, perhaps because it was a 
constantly shifting identity through different voices, time periods, and embodiments.  
 
However, after a couple of weeks of work, missmyeye was discontinued, the main 
reason being that the pre-programmed structure provided by Livejournal felt too 
limiting. Although Livejournal generally allows users to customise and code their own 
blog layout, I found its underlying structure of date-and-time-stamped entries quite 
restrictive. Possible solutions could involve backdating entries, so as to allow the 
backstory of the protagonist to emerge, or providing viewers with hyperlinks within 
the text so that they could jump to different dates, creating a unique hypertextual 
tapestry of the protagonist and her life. Yet this was not enough. I found that simply 
writing the character into existence did not mean that the text and images where the 
character was located constituted a performance. Dynamism was lacking, and the 




In hindsight I realise that missmyeye worked, at best, as a character sketch, allowing 
me to explore the backstory of the protagonist. Livejournal allowed me to create a 
faux-diary the protagonist could have written, providing some insight into her life and 
memory, but it was not flexible enough for me to – literally – play. Rather ironically, in 
a sense I did miss the ‘eye/I’ that I was trying to create; the protagonist that one sees 
on missmyeye is shadowy, indistinct, almost absent. I needed a platform that would 
be sufficiently open-ended for me to improvise and experiment with layout, hypertext, 
and words, and thus allow my digital protagonist to come alive and be present, all 
while remaining wholly online. 
 
After experimenting with other popular blogging portals like Wordpress, Typepad and 
Blogspot, I came to realise that simply creating a character whose life, memories, 
and actions could only be seen on a blog was paradoxical and counter-productive to 
my research objectives. Even with backdated entries, or photographs chronicling 
certain key moments in her life, the blog would simply appear to chronicle the 
protagonist’s life, but it would not actually allow me to explore performativity, or 
convey a sense of liveness and action. That blog would simply blend into the millions 
of other blogs written by users all over the world. Although I have argued that ‘real’ 
blogs written by ‘real’ people are performances of identity, an important thing these 
blogs have and what missmyeye lacked was a sense of temporality. Being a viewer 
of blogs like those belonging to Waldorf and Cheri over a period of weeks and 
months was like viewing the development of a character as she went through phases 
in her life – graduating from high school, entering college, going on vacations, and so 
on. These blogs felt performative because the narrative kept moving forward, fueled 
by visceral text and photographs. Unlike missmyeye, these blogs generally did not 
hyperlink to previous posts from the past, thus limiting the viewer’s ability to skip 
randomly through different time periods of the blogger’s life. The blog structure 
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encouraged forward motion – leaving the viewer always awaiting the next installment 
in the performance of the blogger’s life. 
 
With this new understanding in mind, I chose a blank slate for my performance 
space. The first ‘scene’ or space of what would actually become weekzero.net was 
empty, blank and white. It was designed using a simple web-design software, iWeb, 
which had come bundled with my Macintosh laptop. Some of the blog entries from 
missmyeye were transplanted in order to serve as improvisational seeds, out of 
which narrative threads and themes would hopefully grow. weekzero.net’s narrative 
centers on a female protagonist who is both experiencing and recovering from a 
tumultuous relationship containing both sexual passion and emotional abuse. At the 
same time, she is struggling with the memory of her mother, who mysteriously 
disappeared during her childhood, and whose disappearance has affected her 
relationship with her father, other men, and her body. The narrative voice constantly 
shifts between different registers – occasionally nostalgic, sometimes fantastical, 
often sly and demanding – which I will analyse in a later section.  
 
The name ‘weekzero’ came about during the conceptualisation and storyboarding 
stage of the creative process. Since I was still thinking along the lines of a blog which 
has its archives stored within an online calendar, I drew a table of rows and columns 
to look like a calendar, hoping to plan and structure the timeline of the narrative. I 
filled an entire page of paper with a grid of boxes, intending to randomly plug 
content-related ideas into them, simulating the random clicking of hyperlinks on the 
Internet.  As I did so it occurred to me to push the concept of a blog further, in fact 
turning my project into a sort of anti-blog, lacking any sort of date or time stamp on 
any of the entries, or any external links to other websites on the Internet. It is 
interesting to note at this point that in order for me to research a Web 2.0 
phenomenon, the blog, I ended up creating a website with a format that is 
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reminiscent of a Web 1.0 homepage. In hindsight this was necessary because it 
allowed me to both mimic and dissect key elements of a blog, such as its date and 
archive feature, which gives blog narratives a sense of continuity and grounds the 
performance. Creating an actual blog would constrain my experimentation with blog 
structure and narrative, as was revealed when I worked on missmyeye. Although the 
day of the week often accompanies the blog entries in weekzero.net, there is no 
month, date, or year that offers the viewer any sort of temporal grounding; the viewer 
can only infer through the narrative voice or tone if the blog entry was recorded with 
the protagonist as a child, or as an adult, or as an adult recollecting the experiences 
of a child. Some entries obviously were written in the past, others remain deliberately 
vague and could have taken place anytime.  
 
The hypertextual nature of the narrative furthers this sense of temporal dislocation, 
since it has been designed such that different segments of the protagonist’s life 
collide, depending on the links that the viewer chooses to follow. Memory is both 
extended and compressed; the chronological start of the narrative could be 
anywhere, or perhaps more accurately, nowhere. The concept of the number zero 
both implies a beginning (from which numbers increase infinitely) and also nothing; it 
is both center and empty core, and to me it was a fitting metaphor for the Internet, 
which has often been described as a web with no beginning nor end. The opening 
screen of the website appears to be a simplified web of links, all of which are 
connected via and which eventually lead back to ‘weekzero’. A viewer chooses any 
of the five initial links (in boxes) to begin the performance-journey (Figure 5) – five 






Figure 5. weekzero.net’s opening screen 
 
Where is the center of weekzero.net? What forms its core? Generally, personal blogs 
have exactly what their term describes – a person, the blogger – at their core. The 
viewer, the voyeur, the personal friends of the blogger all visit the blog to find out 
more about the blogger’s personal life and thoughts. The protagonist of weekzero.net 
is unnamed and unseen; sometimes it is unclear whether the different voices within 
the site even belong to the same person. Yet, in the process of creating the website, 
there was a deliberate attempt to form a distinct persona or character – one whom 
the viewers could imagine or visualise in their minds, one who seemed almost real. I 
later conducted interviews with a number of viewers who spent some time navigating 
the site and reading its content. Interestingly, several people asked if the content was 
semi-autobiographical or if I was writing about a person I knew. On one hand, this is 
a sign that blog-readers still find it difficult to disentangle the real from the fictional on 
blogs, associating the blog as the online equivalent of the truth-telling written diary; 
on the other hand, it suggests that weekzero.net’s fictional and immaterial 
protagonist has a certain performative presence, a body made of words, pictures, 




As we shall see, the project deliberately emphasises the hypertextual nature of the 
blog, forcing its viewer to make connections, read between the lines, and imagine, 
the same way a blogger might use a blog as a way of drawing links between 
disparate events at different points in time to make sense of his or her life. Charles 
Cheung observes that ‘the hypertextuality of the personal homepage enables those 
authors who are in search of their self-identities – or who are happy to “play” with 
their identities – to construct different self-narratives on their homepage and mull 
over which narrative (or narratives) makes most sense to them’ (2007: 278), and 
weekzero.net invites its readers to play with its multiple narratives, constructing and 
defining the identity of the blogger as they do so. The very title of weekzero.net 
suggests what lies within its core – an apparent emptiness, temporal dislocation, a 
decentered and fragmented self, all held together and made meaningful by 
hyperlinks and the connections made between them by the viewer.  
 
As a hypertext, blogs are not just written blocks of text linked by programming code; 
instead, they also have a spatial and temporal dimension to them. In ‘The Condition 
of Virtuality’, N. Katherine Hayles describes a hypertext as a ‘topography that the 
reader navigates using multiple functionalities, including cognitive, tactile, auditory, 
visual, kinesthetic, and proprioceptive faculties’ (1997: 198). The topology of a 
hypertext or a blog is created via filenaming, but it also draws on the viewer’s 
experience of the site as he or she explores it by clicking on links. This is linked to 
the viewer’s sense of temporality, Hayles argues, which is felt in the time lag 
between a click and the transformation on the screen that results:  
 
Distance within the screen is experienced as an inertial pull on your time 
as you navigate the topology. The result is an artifactual physics that 
emerges from the interaction of the computer clock cycle with the user’s 
experience. In this physics born of interactivity, the more complex the 
screen topography, the more inertial pull is exerted on the user’s flow. 
The exact relation between the two is determined by the structure and 
programming of the underlying codes. Thus these codes, which normally 
remain invisible to the nonspecialist, are nevertheless felt and intuitively 
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grasped by the user in much the same way that the earth’s gravity is felt 
and intuitively understood by someone who has never heard of Newton’s 
laws (1997: 200 – 201).  
 
The codes to which Hayles refers can be seen in a viewer’s exploration of the 
topology of weekzero.net. Some hyperlinks are clearly marked with a line beneath 
them, signalling their status; some are not as defined. To reach these less-defined 
links, the viewer almost has to ‘feel around’ for them, as they are sometimes hidden 
within images, collages, or graphic lines. This sense of ‘feeling around’ is reinforced 
by the way the onscreen cursor, normally in the shape of a black arrow, turns into a 
hand icon when it ‘touches’ the hyperlink. It is as if the viewer’s hand, normally 
resting on the mouse or the touchpad, has been digitalised onscreen – doubling and 
problematising his or her sense of touch. These ‘rollovers’ or ‘mouseovers’ as they 
are called in web-design parlance are, in Jessica Halfand’s view, playful and ‘oddly, 
yet deliriously choreographic: rollovers engage us in an enchanting pas-de-deux 
between the screen and the mouse, the hand and the eye, the reader, the word and 
the idea’ (116).  
 
Another hypertext theorist and writer, Michael Joyce, offers an interesting 
perspective on the topology of a hypertextual website. In his book Othermindedness: 
The Emergence of Network Culture (2000), he notes the continual re-reading and 
cross-referencing that forms part of the process of viewing a hypertext, emphasising 
the reader’s role in this, for it is the reader who decides on what link to click next, 
what connection to make with the next lexia, or perhaps even backtracking to a 
previously-viewed text. It is ‘not so much telling an old story with new twists, as 
twisting story into something new in the kinetic alternation of ricorso, flashback, 
renewal’ (133). In Joyce’s opinion a hypertextual topology is dynamic, reader-specific 
(for some readers may never click on certain links and thus miss out on parts of the 
text) and always open. Hayles has demonstrated that hypertexts can have spatial 
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and temporal dimensions; Joyce reminds us that there can be action too. His most 
noteworthy hypertextual work, which is usually ‘read’ via a CD-ROM, is afternoon (a 
story), which revolves around the protagonist, Peter’s realisation that he may have 
seen his wife and son die in a car accident that day. A significant portion of the story 
follows Peter’s investigations into the accident, and his attempts to ensure that his 
wife and son (who are uncontactable) are safe. As the reader pieces together parts 
of the story, a growing sense of Peter’s culpability in the accident begins to develop, 
but this revelation is not easily attained. It is only after the reader, through various 
hyperlinks, makes several revisits to the lexia where Peter has a discussion with his 
psychiatric therapist, that a new hyperlink is revealed, one that finally exposes 
Peter’s role in the death of his wife and son. Forcing the reader to revisit a particular 
part of the text several times before a new discovery is made mimics the 
psychological struggle Peter has within himself before he acknowledges his guilt. It is 
as though the reader has to engage in a sort of ‘kinetic alternation’, revisiting Peter’s 
therapist again and again before important information can be disclosed. Returning 
to the discussion on mapping and topology, it is worth looking at what Joyce has to 
say on hypertextual maps: 
 
…writers in my experience contemplate a reader in motion across the 
space of a text like someone inhabiting a map not as a map but as the 
rereading of a map that we enact and test in motion. That is, writers 
imagine readers reading as they read when they reread and rewrite 
(134). 
 
As seen earlier, the idea of motion is crucial to Joyce’s concept of a hypertext. After 
all, the hyper- prefix denotes the act of going over and beyond, moving past an 
ordinary state, and a hypertext, especially one structured such that the viewer is 
compelled to ‘act’, to think and to choose, or one that includes different hyperlinks to 
multimedia elements like images, sound or animation, certainly qualifies as an 
extraordinary sort of text. In fact, the ‘actual’ territory that a map serves to represent 
(Borges famously describes how the map can supersede the territory in On 
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Exactitude in Science, 1946) is lacking in the case of a hypertext, because it exists 
only as a virtual entity with no ‘real’ correspondence. A map of a hypertext does not 
so much supercede the hypertext itself than exist alongside it, a second-level 
simulacrum; the hypertext itself a simulacrum of an actual text. 
 
Taking on Joyce’s point about the crucial role mapping has in a reading and 
understanding of a hypertext, the rest of this chapter will engage in a mapping of the 
different sections within weekzero.net. This process of mapping attempts to convey a 
sense of motion, as we consider how such a map may, to use Joyce’s terms, be 
inhabited, as a viewer simultaneously engages in the acts of creating and exploring 
it. Retaining the phenomenological frame, I assume two positions through the 
mapping process – the first as a viewer, engaging in a journey through the site as if 
for the first time; and second, as its creator, guiding the viewer through the 
experience. Although taking on both of these positions may seem odd, it is also 
necessary, in order for me to effectively convey how weekzero.net tries to work 
through issues of identity and perfomativity. It allows me to retrace the steps that 
were taken in the process of creating the website and its narrative, and also to see it 
from the perspective of a viewer. weekzero.net was conceptualised as a space for 
me to explore and test new ideas about the ways identity is constructed and 
performed online; thus, my personal interpretation of the project, although seemingly 
idealised, is actually a means for me to describe the insights I have gained from 
working on the website. In any case, any rose-tinted illusions I may hold about my 
project, as we shall see in the following chapter, will be dispelled soon enough, 







iii. Mapping weekzero.net: Three Twisting Journeys 
 
weekzero.net’s opening screen (seen earlier in Figure 5) looks like, and serves as, a 
simplified map of the site. The five boxes were designed to look like miniaturised 
computer screens with their rounded-rectangular shape, and although the lines that 
seem to connect them with each other look straightforward, they belie the complex 
interweaving of hyperlinks within the narrative. A single narrative thread can and 
does branch out into other narratives, sometimes returning the viewer to a page 
previously visited, or back to the opening ‘index’ screen. Below, I will describe a 
viewer’s journey through the website as it is taken from three of the five links and 
their corresponding sections.  
 
Obviously, these accounts cannot replace the actual experience of navigating the 
website, because the spatial, temporal and dynamic aspects of the experience are 
lost through the process of transcription onto this present text. In his essay ‘The 
Performativity of Performance Documentation’ (2006), Philip Auslander argues that 
performance art documentation through photography is not a case of simply 
recording the event to prove that it occurred, it also ‘produces an event as a 
performance’ (5) and ‘participates in the fine art tradition of the reproduction of works 
rather than the ethnographic tradition of capturing events’ (6, original emphases). In 
the present case, screen-captures instead of photography are used to document the 
different parts of the weekzero.net website. Also, it is important to recognise that this 
particular reading of the website is just one of its many potential readings, due to its 
diverse sets of hyperlink permutations. There are dozens of other unique journeys 
through the topology of weekzero.net, and the process of documenting them requires 
a sort of performative transformation – from my act of clicking through the hyperlinks 




Journey One: The Way I Found Her 
 
A scar on the back of the neck. Curly cowlicks after rising from bed. Dark 
red toenails. A funny left elbow. Laughter just like her mother. Shoulders 
with a slight bra-strap imprint. The curve of her belly. Flickering 
eyelashes. The lump on her knee. Knuckles that shift when she moves 
her fingers. Low moans. Her ear is a seashell, it listens to the ocean too. 
Tongue pressing against the back of teeth. Two moles on her right arm. 
She needs: sugar nicotine and hyssop.  Upon awaking she rubs her 
eyes, twelve times. Her tears are salty and run inside her nose. Her navel 
is a ticklish spot.  
 
Clicking on the link ‘The Way I Found Her’ from weekzero.net’s index screen, we do 
stumble upon her, the protagonist, who is described not with the conventional facts 
such as height, weight, hair colour and so on, but with a barrage of other, more 
personal details, like the way she laughs, the moles on her arm, or her ticklish spots. 
The viewer’s eye moves across the text as it may possibly move across her naked 
body – it looks inside her ear or the back of her teeth – and there are flickers of 
recognition, for we too have rubbed our eyes in bed or cried salty tears. Our own 
phenomenological experience of these activities seems to overlap and bridge the 
gap between the computer screen and ourselves: the body of the protagonist and 
ours are not so disparate after all, even though we never see her.  
 
Onward, clicking a small triangular arrow at the side of the screen: we come across 
the month of March, a strange calendar with certain days missing (Figure 6). The text 
describes seven different activities the protagonist engages in on seven separate 
days in the month (those missing days?), from having dinner with her father to 






Figure 6. Calendar in weekzero.net 
 
The tone is detached and almost clinical. The perceived intimacy from the earlier 
page evaporates; now we are onlookers again, observing her activities. There is only 
one hyperlink leading away from here, the word ‘sweaty’. It leads to a conversation 
the protagonist is having with a man (her boyfriend? Her lover?). It is Tuesday, 
according to the word shown on a corner of the screen, but which Tuesday exactly is 
never revealed. The conversation is not a pleasant one. The link ‘you should never 
have been born’, underlined to signify its status, stands out, but instead of clicking on 
it, we pick the little triangular arrow again, and move on.  
 
Now there is a list, a very matter-of-fact one that catalogs all the things the 
protagonist has never done before (‘held a newborn baby’, ‘ballroom dancing’). The 
last item, ‘have sex the way they do in the movies’, reminds us of another box we 
saw in the index page in the beginning, but it is not a link. A small picture of a little 




The moment between the click of the mouse and the flick of the changing screen is 
almost negligible, but perceptible. It reveals another list, but this time, a register of 
four ex-boyfriends, detailing the key facts of the relationship: how they met, how long 
it lasted, what went wrong. The description of the last boyfriend, the ‘thirteenth’ one, 
is also the strangest, because it reports the relationship as never taking place, 
although the fact that this person is on the list, as well as the previous conversation 
two pages ago (was it this same boyfriend?) obviously signals that this relationship 
did occur. Now we feel a little unsure – who was the protagonist speaking to in that 
conversation on Tuesday? When exactly did it take place? The page offers no clue, 
only the same little triangular arrow for us to continue on.  
 
We are perhaps expecting another block of text, something else to illuminate the 
protagonist and her relationships. Instead we are confronted with an empty 
rectangular box and the title ‘blank slate’. Below the box is a simple instruction: ‘stare 








What do we see? On first view, nothing, only a blank white spread. After a while, it is 
discovered that by not looking into the screen, but at it, we can see something 
unexpected. From certain angles, the empty white box acts like a cloudy mirror, 
reflecting a ghostly, indistinct image of ourselves back at us. We can just barely 
make out the outline of our face and, depending on the light, the gleam in our eyes. 
Instead of seeing the protagonist anywhere on this journey, we see only ourselves. 
Besides this, we also see the surface texture of the computer monitor, like dust 
specks or the extremely fine grain of the LCD surface. The immersive illusion of 
exploring the website and of forming a mental image of the protagonist is broken. 
When the box is clicked (there is no other choice), we return to the website’s index 
page. This journey is over. We briefly glimpsed, if only in our imagination, the 
protagonist, feeling the back of our teeth with our tongue like she does, only to 
realise, at the end, perhaps that all we were truly looking at was ourselves. 
 
Journey Two: Sex Like in the Movies 
 
We restart our journey with this new link; its title calls upon a sense of the 
performative, the phrase ‘in the movies’ implies that the sexual act is a performance, 
enacted with an exhibitionist/voyeuristic tension at play. It reminds us of a similar 
tension that is sometimes seen on blogs – personal disclosure teetering between 
public and private. For most people, the sexual act is very often private, and yet the 
four short paragraphs onscreen expose vivid moments of the experience for public 
viewing. Titles like ‘nipple’, ‘clitoris’ or ‘tongue’ encapsulate the sexual sensations 
associated with these body parts – inadvertent arousal during a school doctor’s 
routine examination, moans of orgasmic pleasure, or the first fumbling advances 
made by a boy in school. As we did in the beginning of Journey One, we recognise, 
or at least understand, these sensations. The protagonist’s incorporeal body meshes 
into our own; whether we are male or female, young or old, our phenomenological 
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experience of simply being in our body fills in the empty gaps where she is absent. 
The image of red lips in the middle of the page is a hyperlink, and we click on it, a 
cursor-hand touching the mouth. 
 
It is time to un-dress. Again, there are four parts, but instead of body parts, the titles 
refer to pieces of clothing: ‘bra’, ‘panties’, ‘boots’ and ‘dress’ (Figure 8). We click on 
these items to ‘undress’ the unseen protagonist; for example, the bra ‘is to be tugged 
at/ cupped by hands/ whiffed/ spilling forward/ mysterious/ sheerness barely/ 




Figure 8. ‘Un-dress’ screen in weekzero.net 
 
Each line of the text enacts a slow, moment-by-moment, unveiling of the body. 
Through the act of clicking, we are implicated into the action as voyeur-participants. 
The other items of clothing are similarly dispatched; each segment of text contains a 
hyperlink, but when moving the cursor around, the image of the mannequin above is 
also revealed to be a hyperlink. It looks naked, stripped of its clothes. We touch it 
with our cursor-hand and we click on it. Two bold words then fill the screen: ‘BEND 
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FORWARD’. The typeface is large and defined, and there seems to be no real 
reason to obey the instruction, so we do nothing, except click on the link to proceed.  
 
The typeface on the next screen is painfully small, almost impossible to read from 
our present position, so we have no choice but to physically lean forward. The 
protagonist is describing a sexual encounter with one of her lovers. Leaning in brings 
us closer to the action, so to speak, but it is also reminiscent of a physical posture 
associated with sex – bending forward to be kissed, for example, or to reach towards 
a partner’s body. If there are any erotic tingles in our body, it is unsurprising, because 
online cybersex forums have long established and toyed with the ways in which 
words can evoke sensory and physical responses in people. Like in ‘The Way I 
Found Her’, the deliberate inclusion of intimate, sometimes explicit details is a 
strategy employed for closing the gap between computer screen and viewer. The 
encounter ends with the sentence and hyperlink, ‘the sheets bunched up around our 
ankles’, signalling a denouement, and also an entanglement. The following page 
offers only two choices, ‘come again?’ or ‘go home’. We wonder which to pick – the 
former implies another round of sex, the latter signals the end of the night, and 
makes us curious to see what comes after. 
 
‘Go home’ is chosen, but instead of taking us to the protagonist’s home, it returns us 
to the weekzero.net index page, which is a ‘home page’ of sorts, like the inbuilt 
‘home’ button found in most web browsers. This particular narrative journey has 
ended, and the website returns us to its home, back to the beginning, ready for us to 







Journey Three: Pretend You’re Not You 
 
The first thing that strikes us with this link is the change in the narrative voice. Unlike 
the use of the first or third person perspective encountered previously, this voice 
addresses us, the viewer, directly. The order ‘undress yourself’ is clearly centered in 
the middle of the screen, and a long, stream-of-consciousness line of commands 
pours forth: 
 
make it worth your own while take off your clothes even your underwear 
and sit back down in your chair skin on wood or skin on plastic or skin 
on a scabby old sofa it doesn’t actually matter the important thing is that 
you are as bare as the day you were born squawking in your mother’s 
arms covered in your blood and hers [emphases original] 
 
Basically, we are being told to strip, although the likelihood of that happening is low; 
the instructions gear us towards imagining the action instead of actually doing it. (But 
what would be the phenomenological implications if we did?) We can however 
imagine what it would be like for our bare skin to touch the surface we are sitting on. 
It heightens our awareness of our skin, and it places our sense of touch at the 
forefront of our attention. We probably won’t strip though, and the text appears to 
recognise this general state of reluctance, ending with the line ‘there is no choice but 
to go on’, the final word ‘on’ anchoring the hyperlink.  
 
Clicking on this brings us to another page of commands. These are not as strident as 
the first; instead, they draw our attention to the way we touch our computer. ‘Trace 
your fingers on the touchpad, as you would skin on a back’, or perhaps for other 
computer users who do not use a touchpad, ‘the mouse you caress is the same 
shape as her Mound of Venus’. The machine assumes a human, feminine quality 
and our tactile contact with it takes on a sexual undertone. Where in the previous two 
journeys our encounters with the protagonist were distanced or imaginary, the text 
here asks us to ‘look into the screen’ and make an actual physical connection with it. 
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The protagonist is embodied via the computer, and we are told to touch her/it. Two 
choices are offered: ‘dress’ or ‘come’.  
 
‘Dress’ is chosen, and we return to a familiar screen – the set of phrases detailing 
intimate aspects of the protagonist’s body, the page we saw when we first clicked 
‘The Way I Found Her’. Even though we have seen this page before, when we revisit 
it this time round, there is a sense of greater familiarity with the protagonist, or at 
least her body. This page’s meaning has subtly altered through review, especially 
now that we have gained a better understanding of the context surrounding the 
protagonist. There are two hyperlinks within the text – we pick one called ‘pressing’. 
 
Again, another familiar screen, the one last seen in ‘Sex Like In The Movies’, with the 
smaller-than-usual typeface and its description of the sex between the protagonist 
and one of her lovers. In the context of what we have already read and know, this 
encounter reverberates with added significance. We were told before to strip off our 
clothes, even if this was only in an imaginary sense, we had made tactile contact with 
a newfound sensuality of our computer, we had returned to re-explore the intimacies 
of her body, and now it was culminating in sex.  
 
A couple of clicks later (we now opt to choose a hyperlink that is different this time, 
knowing from our earlier journey that a particular hyperlink leads back to the index 
page), we arrive at an interesting page. It flickers and flashes, different words of 
different colours and typefaces all pulsing at various rhythms, every word changing at 
each beat (Figure 9). It is a motley mix of words – some colloquial (like ‘meepok’, 
‘kiasu’), some confrontational (‘bastard’, ‘slut’) and some just simply mundane 
(‘spoon’, ‘shoebox’). There is a playfulness to these words, which invite us to form 






Figure 9. Screen with flashing words in weekzero.net 
 
In the middle of the page sit the only two words that do not move. They read ‘force 
center’, a play on the idea of a hyperlink as a kind of magic doorway leading to other 
stories, other memories. Clicking on it brings up an entirely different screen: ‘these 
are my hands now show me yours’. It lists ten facts about the writer of the site, each 
a minor confession of sorts, such as ‘it is obvious that my father favours my sister 
over me’. The appearance of these facts disrupts the narrative and raises several 
questions – to whom does this authorial voice belong? What is the significance of 
these facts? Why do they matter? This disruption jerks us back into reality, as though 
we were reading a novel and suddenly came across a page where the author listed 
ten intimate facts about herself. The protagonist is momentarily forgotten; instead, 




The imagery of the hands become the focus in the following page, which shows a 
large red handprint in the center and the simple command, ‘touch’, below (Figure 10). 
The redness of the image challenges us; we feel almost compelled to raise our own 
hand to touch the screen, to compare its size against our own. As we move the 
cursor to click it, the cursor transforms into a small hand of its own, a virtual proxy 




Figure 10. ‘Touch’ screen in weekzero.net 
 
After touching/clicking the hand, the next few screens depict a series of three 
dreams, although the identity of the dreamer is not certain. All three dreams describe 
some sort of anxiety about the body – in the first, the dreamer has been transformed 
into an old woman and cannot recognise her own body; in the second, there is a 
strange glowing light inside the dreamer’s stomach; the third dream finds the 
dreamer caressing her own body in her sleep or dream state, but the hands touching 
the body seem to belong to someone else. The dreams allude to the blurry 
boundaries between fantasy and reality, and perhaps to the similarly vague 




Another command awaits us after we emerge from the dreams. It simply says 
‘CLOSE YOUR EYES’ (Figure 11). If we do obey this command it is only 
momentarily, as we need to look in order to click on the next hyperlink, which takes 
us to a black screen. It is the only black screen we have seen throughout the three 
journeys, and it reminds us of what things would look like if we did close our eyes – 




Figure 11. ‘Close your eyes’ screen in weekzero.net 
 
A question is posed at the bottom of the screen: ‘what is the last dream you 
remember?’ Like the empty white screen of the ‘blank slate’ page we saw in our first 
journey, the black screen reveals nothing, but also reflects a faint impression of our 
image back at us. Perhaps the darkness symbolises the unconscious mind, the state 
from which dreams originate. We pause, thinking of our dreams, possibly realising 
that the last dream we actually do remember is the one we read two pages ago, the 
dream about caressing ‘our’ (the protagonist’s?) body with unfamiliar hands. It is not 
our dream per se, but it is the dream that is freshest in memory. When we click on 
the empty circle in the middle of the screen, it is weekzero.net’s index screen that we 
see once more. The journey has again brought us back full circle. This particular 
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journey has been more about us, the viewers, than it has been about the protagonist, 
but it has also somehow brought us closer to the narrative and made us more 
conscious of the tactile nature of our interactions with it. Our journey ends. 
 
iv. Folding and Unfolding: Hyper-Textual Origami 
 
As pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, although the weekzero.net research 
project was inspired by the perfomativity seen on blogs, it was conceived to be more 
than just a reproduction of a blog; it primarily served as a platform for me to 
investigate certain issues like performativity, identity, and embodiment in a digital 
context. The three journeys described in the previous section make up only a small 
portion of the rest of the website, which contains more of the narrative backstory 
behind the protagonist’s life, but they principally demonstrate and problematise the 
aspects of Internet performance that form the main focus of my research. I have 
attempted to communicate the kinetic sense of hypertextual action and 
phenomenological experience embedded within the website, despite the fact that the 
performative documentation of my three ‘journeys’ through the text is only a poor 
substitute for the actual experience of exploring the website in real-time and in real-
life. The viewer’s involvement in this exploration is vital, as it is the viewer who 
directs the action of the text and plays a supporting role in the performance. This is 
especially highlighted in a project like weekzero.net, which often ‘reaches out’ and 
appeals to the viewer’s senses, heightening his or her awareness of various body 
parts and sensations.  
 
Furthermore, the three narrative journeys that have just been described play a crucial 
role in helping me articulate the insights I have gained through working on the 
weekzero.net project. Through weekzero.net I not only sought to explore the roots of 
identity construction and presentation on blogs, I also attempted to dissect and 
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investigate the hypertextual and narrative structure underlying blogs. Describing and 
recounting the three narrative journeys has also, in itself, been a process of analysis 
and reflection. 
 
Returning to Michael Joyce’s reflections on hypertextual writing, it is fitting that he 
describes a hypertext as ‘narrative origami, where what opens and renews is not the 
inscription but the narrative of possible inscriptions. This space in which the visual 
kinetic of reading unfolds is one that the computer offers a medium for which it is 
uniquely, though not exclusively, suited’ (2000: 135). weekzero.net, like many other 
hypertexts and even some blogs, undoubtedly has a capacity for several possible 
narrative inscriptions. As I will elaborate in the following chapter, it also sets up and 
collapses, like origami, the ways in which the digital, disembodied body may be 




WEEKZERO.NET: RECEPTION AND REFLECTION 
 
i. Going ‘Live’: Gathering the Audience 
 
As described in the previous chapter, the process of creating weekzero.net allowed 
me to view blogs from a new perspective. Although I am familiar with blogs and have 
been reading certain ones for at least five years, investigating issues of 
performativity, embodiment, and identity from a creative and performative standpoint 
has been very useful. The experience of devising weekzero.net afforded me a 
greater awareness of my physical relationship with the computer and its multifarious 
representations. If weekzero.net served as a platform for me to re-present and re-
conceive performance and the body on the Internet, it was also necessary for this 
performance to have an audience, a third-party perspective that would reveal 
important insights into the project. Here, I take a step back from my relationship with 
blogs in order to observe the impact of weekzero.net on its viewers. 
 
After the weekzero.net project was completed, it was uploaded and published onto 
an Internet server, available for anyone with an Internet connection to explore. 
Feedback was gathered through two main channels – the first was an online survey 
with ten questions concerning the weekzero.net website, and users responded to 
these questions by typing their comments and answers into the survey website; the 
second allowed me to observe viewers’ actual encounters with weekzero.net, 
following which I interviewed them. Approximately thirty-five viewer responses in total 
were gathered through either method. There was a fair distribution of these thirty-five 
respondents across different demographic categories. They ranged in age from 21 to 
45 years of age, and were either tertiary-level students or working adults. A range of 
competencies in Internet use was also discerned. Although most of the viewers were 
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familiar with the Internet and used it on a daily basis for communication and 
information-retrieval purposes, like e-mail or web-browsing, there were a couple of 
viewers who were very proficient with more specialised Internet activities, such as 
online gaming and web-design. On the other end of this spectrum was one particular 
respondent who was very unfamiliar with the Internet and could not figure out how to 
‘work’ the hyperlinks on the weekzero.net website.  
 
Most of the participants who did the online survey came to know of the project 
through an e-mail I wrote and circulated among friends and co-workers, who then 
forwarded the project information, via e-mail, onward. I deliberately refrained from 
over-publicising the weekzero.net project and its accompanying online survey 
because I wanted some respondents to learn of it ‘virally’, through links exchanged 
with other web-users, as they would if they were introduced to a new blog. Indeed, 
out of the twenty-three responses captured on the online survey site, about five 
respondents were unfamiliar to me and only visited weekzero.net because ‘a friend 
of a friend’ gave them the link and invited them to do so. Over twenty responses 
were captured through this method over six months.  
 
The viewers whose feedback I gathered through face-to-face interviews were 
selected because most of them had at least some familiarity with the performing arts; 
included within this group were two stage actors and a rock musician. The responses 
of the actors and the musician were of particular interest to me because I wanted to 
see if they could draw any parallels between the performativity of weekzero.net with 
their personal experiences as performers, and some of their responses will be 
elaborated on in a later section. Eight viewers agreed to be video-ed while they 
explored weekzero.net following which they were interviewed (also on video) about 
their experience. The opportunity to observe them in their interactions with 
weekzero.net was an important one – it allowed me to study not just their navigations 
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within the website, but some of their physical interactions with it, the computer, and 
their immediate surroundings as well. Also, some of them may have been influenced 
by my presence in the room, a factor that must be considered especially because 
Internet browsing is generally a solitary activity; the way in which my presence 
affected their viewing experience will be noted in the text where significant. I also had 
the chance to watch and video-record a small viewing group which looked at the 
website together instead of on their own, and the dynamics of the group-viewing 
generated interesting insights, which I will also look at later in this chapter.  
 
Ten main questions were presented to all the viewers; however, for those viewers 
who agreed to the video-recorded interviews with me, these questions were 
obviously expanded and extended to flow with the interview as it took place, but 
generally all thirty-five respondents were asked the same ten questions in the survey 
(see Figure 12). 
 
Survey questions for weekzero.net viewers 
1. How did you navigate through the website, weekzero.net? Describe the steps 
that you took as you explored the site. 
2. How much time did you spend exploring the website? 
3. Are there similarities between weekzero.net and other types of websites you 
have visited? If so, what are they? 
4. How did the narrative unfold for you? 
5. What kind of interactions did you have with the narrative? 
6. What kind of beginning was there to the narrative? What sort of ending was 
there?  
7. Describe one part of the narrative in particular which stood out for you. Why 
did it stand out? 
8. What kinds of responses were you aware of in yourself as you explored the 
website? 
9. What do you think the protagonist is like? What do you think the protagonist 
could look like? 
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10. What do you think could have been added (or removed) from the website to 
improve the narrative, or the experience of exploring the narrative? 
 
Figure 12. weekzero.net survey questions 
 
The survey questions have three main thematic concerns: the viewer’s experience of 
navigating through the weekzero.net website (for example, the choices each viewer 
made as they explored the website using hyperlinks, their sense of a beginning or an 
ending); the responses within themselves that they were aware of while looking at 
the website, be it physical or emotional; and their opinion of the protagonist and what 
she could possibly look like. The following analysis of weekzero.net’s reception will 
be similarly organised, broken down into three main sections – firstly, the 
navigational experience of the website; secondly, the responses of the viewers to the 
narrative and the website’s ‘performance’; and lastly, the protagonist and her relation 
to the viewer. Where relevant, my personal observations of the video-recorded 
viewers shall be included as well. Finally, I will look at the responses of some viewers 
who did not understand weekzero.net at all, and who saw it as ‘relatively 
incomprehensible’ or felt that it ‘did not make much sense’. Their responses are 
intriguing ones that reflect some underlying conventions associated with blog-reading 
and Internet use, and even if these viewers could not understand weekzero.net’s 
narrative or even appreciate the gist of it, their comments are valuable in offering a 
different perspective for viewing the project’s performance. 
 
ii. Looking Through Others’ Eyes: Viewing the Viewers 
 
Before embarking on my discussion of viewer feedback on weekzero.net, I will first 
briefly introduce five viewer-respondents who provided particularly interesting or 
expressive insights into the project in their online surveys or interviews, quotes from 
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which I have incorporated into my analysis below. Although focus is mainly drawn to 
these five people, input from other viewers has not been overlooked, and will be 
considered throughout the course of the analysis as well, albeit to a smaller extent. 
My introduction of the five main viewers aims to provide a context for their 
responses, and to help distinguish them from each other. To protect their identity, 
their initials, used below, have been slightly altered. 
 
ES is a graphic designer in his thirties who has high competency in computer and 
Internet software. He browses the Internet frequently and is familiar with different 
platforms and online communities. ES viewed weekzero.net and gave his answers 
via the online survey. 
 
CS is an actress with just over a decade of experience acting for the stage, 
television, and film. Although my intention was to video-record her interview and her 
viewing of the website, geographical circumstances at that point did not permit this, 
so she provided her feedback through the online survey.  
 
K, in his twenties, has a keen interest in online gaming. He was one of the viewers 
who responded to the call for viewers that was e-mailed and forwarded from person 
to person, but it is not known from whom he received the project information or who 
he actually is, beyond basic demographic information. He also provided feedback 
through the online survey. 
 
AC, aged thirty, is a professional in the banking industry with a great interest in pop 
culture and film. Although he does not have much leisure time to spend at the 
computer, he is familiar with blog culture and a few Net-Art websites on the Internet. 
AC consented to being video-ed while he explored weekzero.net and participated in 




SB is a thirty-year-old events planner and producer who has had some prior 
experience as a stage actress, although she largely works on producing 
performances now. Her interactions with the Internet and with blogs are mostly for 
work-related or personal reasons, like keeping up with friends. Like AC, she was 
video-ed during her session with the website and during her interview with me. 
 
As I have already mentioned, the responses of the other people who viewed 
weekzero.net are also important, but as their thoughts were often not very well 
artciculated, this factor necessarily limits the inclusion of their feedback in my 
discussion. The five main viewer-respondents that I have introduced in this section 
offered an optimal combination of lucid expression coupled with artistic or Internet 
experience that made their comments and feedback particularly useful. Their insights 
(and in some cases, their physical reactions) are described and analysed below. 
 
iii. One Hyperlink to the Next: Constructing the Narrative Through Navigation 
 
The previous chapter discussed the mapping of a hypertext or a website through the 
analogy of navigating or exploring its hyperlinks. Unlike a traditional printed book, 
which has pages arranged in a linear order and has the reader turning each page 
over as they move through the narrative, a hypertext demands that the viewer makes 
active decisions as to which hyperlink to choose in order to move the narrative 
forward. A series of children’s’ books, popular in the 1980s and early 1990s called 
‘Choose Your Own Adventure’ tried to merge the idea of links with the printed novel 
format. In these books, the reader is meant to identify with and ‘play’ the role of the 
protagonist, be it space adventurer, knight in shining armour or basketball champion. 
The narratives in these books pause at key moments for the reader to make 
decisions – battle the dragon by charging at it with a sword, or use a magic spell 
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instead? These books attempt to place a modicum of control over the narrative in the 
hands of their young readers, who then learn how their decisions can result in certain 
consequences. However, in the case of weekzero.net, these choices are not so 
easily made, primarily because the narrative is not as straightforward (nor action-
driven), but also because where these hyperlinks could lead is often unclear. For 
example, the screen titled ‘The Way I Found Her’ (seen in Journey One in the 
previous chapter) features a short paragraph describing the protagonist that contains 
three separate hyperlinks embedded within it, but the words that form the hyperlinks 
only hint at their destination pages, so that the meaning behind the hyperlinks are 
only comprehended in retrospect. One of the viewers, CY, described her hyperlink 
choices as intuitive: ‘If it is between two words, I will go with whatever I feel more for . 
. . with pictures it is the same’.  
 
A few of the viewers found the non-linear narrative problematic. Some complained 
that the narrative was ‘relatively incomprehensible’ and ‘confusing’, others expressed 
a sense of uncertainty when trying to make logical links between segments of the 
hypertext. ES, the graphic designer, commented: 
 
It feels like an interactive site where you have to keep clicking to read on, 
but like a non-linear puzzle thing. I thought it was supposed to be a story 
but it seemed like random narratives put together. It's quite like how I surf 
websites in non-linear and random fashion. I can't remember the sites, 
but there are some experimental sites I've been too [sic] that are like that 
- mostly art sites that encourage experimentation and play. 
 
The ‘random narratives’ that have to be pieced together require a measure of 
patience and persistence from the viewer. SN observed that for her, the narrative 
unfolded ‘very gradually. At first I couldn't understand the different threads of different 
stories and how they related to each other. But upon more clicking on the different 
links I began to see that some threads were about the same theme and others were 
on different ones.’ AC mentioned that he ‘didn’t really see the whole thing as a 
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narrative . . . it felt jumbled but in a good way’. Most of these viewers estimated that 
they spent about ten to fifteen minutes looking through the website, but some, 
notably two viewers who were video-ed while they navigated through the website, 
took almost thirty minutes to complete their journey. (It is possible that they were 
more thorough than usual when it came to exploring all the pages in the website 
because of the presence of the video-camera and myself, but on the other hand, 
there were other video-ed viewers who did not linger over pages and also completed 
their viewing in less than twenty minutes.)  
 
One particular viewer, SB, the events planner and producer, was observed to 
repeatedly revisit certain pages, clicking backwards and forwards throughout the 
website. When this observation was highlighted to her, she said that she kept 
revisiting certain pages because ‘some pages link to the same page, so I was just 
wondering if there was a sequence, but I would have to do that [revisiting] a lot more 
often to find out’. SB’s impulse to define a sequence in the hypertext reflects the 
onus placed upon the hypertext reader to make meaning of an otherwise jumbled 
narrative. Conventional blogs use date and time-stamped entries to locate their 
viewer in a particular context; often, blogs also contain links to their archives, so that 
viewers can refer back to a specific point in time and understand the ‘backstory’, as it 
were. In weekzero.net, the absence of any ‘real’ time (apart from the randomly 
marked days like ‘Tuesday’ or ‘Sunday’) and the polyvocal narrative dislocates its 
viewer, forcing them to move back and forth within the hypertext to, as ES described 
above, to put the pieces of the puzzle together. This is what Michael Joyce termed 
the ‘visual kinetic’ of reading a hypertext, the act of inscription and re-inscription that 
builds into a sort of ‘narrative origami’ (2000: 135). Like an actual piece of origami 
folded out of a single flat sheet of paper, the viewer of weekzero.net mentally folds, 
unfolds, and re-folds an imaginary map of the hypertextual narrative, producing 




In her essay ‘The Movement of Interpretation: Conceptualising Performative 
Encounters with Multimediated Performance’ (2006), Mindy Fenske argues that 
hypertextual interactions can provide a useful model for performance criticism, as it 
‘highlight[s] the movements within signification itself’ (146). Movement is key to the 
meaning-making capabilities of hypertext – ‘the form of the hypertextual relation is 
central to the mobility of thought, not the form of the hypertext text. The capacity for 
movement is always there and the process of hypertext navigation is what causes it 
to emerge’ (147, original emphasis).  In Fenske’s view, hyperlinks are the key to 
breaking dialectical conceptions of meaning, precisely because they facilitate ‘both 
an intense interaction within the process of meaning as well as the possibility of 
skipping along the surfaces of the layers’ (147). SB’s recurring visits to the same 
page on weekzero.net via different links are akin to nervous, probing movements 
through the different layers of the website, her way of drawing out the narrative. 
These movements echo familiar dramatic devices such as flashbacks or soliloquies, 
except that instead of occurring within the play itself, these devices are enacted 
through the backwards-forwards motion of hyperlinking through the narrative. A 
viewer like SB reads and re-reads certain portions of the text after coming to it 
through a different sequence or a different set of hyperlinks. When narrative motion 
is incorporated into the viewer’s experience, meaning becomes much more fluid, and 
in this case, performative.  
 
Yet it should be noted at this point that few viewers noted or appreciated these 
performative elements in weekzero.net. Only SB came close to acknowledging them, 
and even then she framed her viewpoint in the sense that weekzero.net’s protagonist 
was a blogger who wanted to ‘write on many layers and different perspectives’, 
explaining that blogs were like performances where bloggers ‘put up what they want 
people to see’. CS, an actress, saw the website as a sort of written novel at first, but 
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then began to realise that ‘it was asking me to participate by touching something . . . I 
suppose I compared it to an actor trying to invite a response from a rather passive 
audience member’. She saw her role as that of an audience member, but who or 
what exactly constituted the performer or performance was less clear. It is possible 
that many viewers were too preoccupied with making sense of the website, and 
perhaps they were unused to seeing websites that demanded their involvement in 
pulling the narrative together. For example, CS also described a sense of 
aimlessness, clicking from one hyperlink to another because she ‘never quite [knew] 
how or where to go next’. She eventually realised that weekzero.net was a website 
for ‘storytelling, whereas the others [on the Internet] are for information gathering. I 
am more decisive with other sites because I am looking for specific information’. 
Blogs might be commonly seen and understood as digital stages for performances of 
identity, but they are also chronologically ordered and often locate their viewers with 
a clear sense of the here-and-now, a temporal grounding made stronger with the 
inclusion of photographs, and which as I have already noted, is lacking in 
weekzero.net.  
 
Besides this, the sense of aimlessness is also an inherent quality in weekzero.net. 
Viewers who explore it quickly discover that the website contains no hyperlinks to the 
rest of the Internet; any hyperlink that a viewer clicks only brings them to another 
page or screen within the website, never out of it. Unlike blogs, which often link to 
other blogs, or even simple personal webpages that provide basic information and at 
the very least an e-mail address, weekzero.net never reaches outward. It is, in a 
sense, hermetically sealed, and the feelings of dislocation and pointlessness that 
result are unsurprising, bearing in mind that weekzero.net was designed to be 
produce this effect. The ‘zero’ embedded in the title itself implies just that – a sense 
of nothingness, an empty core, time which has no meaning – and reflects the 
protagonist’s search for answers within her past, a search which is ultimately futile. 
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iv. Public Viewing, Publicly-Viewed 
 
As mentioned earlier, there were three viewers who came together as a small group 
to view weekzero.net. I shall discuss their viewing responses here because their 
reactions aptly serve as a transition point between the previous section on hyperlink 
navigation and the next one, which is about physical and emotional responses to the 
narrative.  
 
This group convened informally; they were co-workers who happened to be in the 
same room when I approached one of them for a video-recorded viewing and 
interview. As they clustered around the single laptop to begin their session, there 
was some discussion about how they would begin, or which of them should choose 
the hyperlink with which they would start. Eventually one of them picked a hyperlink 
and they began looking at the website together, each person occasionally prompting 
another to choose the next hyperlink. A turn-taking sequence began to emerge, and 
sometimes a couple of group members would wait, slightly bored, for their 
companion to finish reading the page and move on to the next hyperlink. The entire 
viewing session lasted only fourteen minutes, and ended quite abruptly when one of 
the viewers, B, the only male in the group, said to the others, ‘I shouldn’t be here’, 
and left. When questioned about the abrupt ending, the two female viewers noted 
that if they viewed the website alone, they would probably have spent more time on 
it, and that they could feel their male co-worker’s awkwardness and discomfort within 
the group. Rather tellingly, one of the last sections of weekzero.net that they viewed 
prior to the end was ‘Sex Like In The Movies’, which presents a provocative glimpse 
into the protagonist’s sex life.  
 
The group viewing session highlights the solitary and often very personal relationship 
a person has with the computer. Reading and looking at a laptop together with 
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another person for an extended period of time is akin to reading a novel with 
someone else reading over your shoulder – tolerable at first, then increasingly 
uncomfortable and frustrating. A viewer in a theatre auditorium watches a 
performance onstage with an awareness of their fellow audience members; Susan 
Bennett, in Theatre Audiences: A Theory of Production and Reception, reminds us 
that the ‘theatre audience is, like its cinematic counterpart, also a social gathering. 
Reading is, by and large, a private experience’ (1997: 21). In this case, then, the 
experience of reading, albeit reading an online narrative, breaks the convention of 
privacy normally accorded to the act of reading and makes it a social experience. 
During the group viewing session, there were occasional bursts of giggles; at the 
page ‘Undress Yourself’, one of the female viewers, YK, read the instructions (for 
undressing) aloud and the male viewer, B, laughed awkwardly. Shortly after, he 
decided to leave. B’s unexpected departure from the group was perhaps his way of 
reacting to the embarrassment he felt as the only male in the group, reading about 
female intimacies and sex in the company of two females he knew only on a 
business-like, formal basis. To him, perhaps it was a social breach of privacy – both 
his perceived privacy of the intimacies of the female sex, and the privacy that is 
generally associated with the act of reading, or even, with using a computer. 
Unfortunately, after he left I was unable to meet with him again to follow up upon his 
reasons for his exit, but B’s reaction was certainly the most dramatic among all the 
viewers I encountered. The following section will continue to look at various 
responses viewers had to the weekzero.net project, focusing especially on the 
physical responses some of them had to the website.  
 
v. The Body Responding to the Body Onscreen 
 
From the video-recordings it is clear that some viewers approached weekzero.net as 
they would a television programme. They sat slightly away from the computer 
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screen, sometimes curled up into their chair. Their hands and fingers were not in 
contact with the computer unless it was necessary for them to touch the mouse or 
the touchpad to click a link. This was an unexpected observation, for I anticipated 
that the viewer’s posture would be typical of that seen in most computer users – 
shoulders hunched forward, eyes on the screen, a hand or finger always on the 
mouse or touchpad. The viewers of weekzero.net often moved within their seats, 
sometimes in unconscious response to the instructions onscreen, sometimes simply 
to settle into a more comfortable position. In fact, if the computer screen were 
removed from this equation, the viewers of weekzero.net would actually appear to be 
reading a book; the posture, hand gestures, and facial expressions associated with 
the act of reading are very similar to what was observed. CS did mention that she 
‘treated it like a novel’; AC likened the experience to ‘reading a book . . . I guess 
some of the visuals helped but for me it didn’t . . . if this picture wasn’t [there], it 
wouldn’t be missed’.  
 
AC’s bodily posture stood out in particular. After bending towards the computer to 
move the mouse and select a hyperlink, he would then lean back in his chair, arms 
relaxed by his sides, reading. When he was ready to move on to the next hyperlink, 
he would move forward again and repeat the process. AC’s actions reminded me of 
a book reader turning the page or a television viewer, leaning forward to change the 
channel. His face was mostly expressionless and his general stance appeared to be 
very passive. Drew Leder’s book, The Absent Body (1990), discusses the 
phenomenology of sensory awareness in the lived body, and makes an interesting 
distinction between what he terms the ‘ecstatic’ body, which refers to the body 
projected into the outside world via its surface and its senses, and the ‘recessive’ 
body, which is the body within, of which we are generally unaware, that comprises 
organs, nerves, and blood. Leder argues that the ecstatic body ‘disappears’ in the act 
of sensory experience, because ‘as the center point from which the perceptual field 
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radiates, the perceptual organ remains an absence or nullity in the midst of the 
perceived’ (13). We obtain sense data from our bodies, but we cannot perceive 
ourselves perceiving: 
 
Dwelling within the power of sight as my primary mode of world-
disclosure, I relegate much of my body to the status of neutral 
background. This corporeal background, even more than the background 
of a perceptual field, tends to disappear from explicit awareness (25).  
 
The passive body posture of some of weekzero.net’s viewers like AC can perhaps be 
attributed to the ‘disappearance’ of their body – not in a corporeal sense, of course, 
but a disappearance from their conscious awareness. As all their attention is directed 
onto the screen and the narrative displayed on it, they, as Leder puts it, ‘dwell most 
fully in [their] eyes’ (24). The rest of their body recedes into the background, 
temporarily forgotten as their eyes focus onscreen. This phenomenon is not 
uncommon or unique to weekzero.net viewers. Anyone walking past a LAN-gaming 
shop filled with teenagers playing networked computer games will note the exact 
same body posture: shoulders slumped, chin on chest, one hand resting on the 
mouse or keyboard, eyes directed at the computer screen. The mouse becomes an 
extension of the hand; the eyes bring the gamer into the virtual world.  
 
Some cyberspace enthusiasts view the development of the Internet and virtual reality 
as one step towards the disassociation of mind with body. For them, the disembodied 
mind becomes free to cross geographical and social boundaries, play out fantasies, 
and rather ironically, inhabit different genders and bodies (since it was the body from 
which they were trying to escape in the first place). However, the fantasy of 
disembodiment and freedom is impossible, at least for now. The body behind the 
computer still needs to be fed, watered, and cleaned. Hunger and thirst are 
sensations that eventually grow to become strident reminders of the physical body. 
Leder calls this the ‘dys-appearance’ of the body: ‘at moments of breakdown I 
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experience to my body, not simply from it. My body demands a direct and focal 
thematisation’ (83 – 84, original emphases). One can sit absorbed, at a computer 
terminal for only so long before basic physical needs call attention back to the body.  
 
In her essay ‘Remembering Praxis: Performance in the Digital Age’, Marcyrose 
Chvasta reminds us that ‘disembodiment’ is a loaded term that sets up a dialectical 
opposition between the mediated body and the live body. She uses Steve Dixon’s 
work with his performance group, the Chameleon Group, to call for a more complex 
understanding of the relationship between the virtual, disembodied body and the live 
body: 
 
For Dixon, neither the body located in front of the screen nor the body on 
the screen experiences disembodiment, for both are conscious and 
feeling beings. Even more to the point, a conscious body is a feeling 
body and a feeling body is a conscious body. Cyberenthusiasts, who 
valorise the mind as somehow separable from the body, are just as faulty 
in their logic as performance theorists who believe that DMP [Digitally 
Mediated Performance] showcases disembodiment and who valorise the 
live and present body over any other type of mediated body, thereby 
embracing a corpocentrism, if you will. (2005: 164)  
 
The collusion between the conscious and the feeling body noted by Chvasta is one 
that is played out in weekzero.net. Journey Three in the previous chapter revealed 
how the viewer’s attention was drawn to the ways in which their body encountered 
and touched the computer. Viewers were told, for example, to undress or at least to 
imagine the ways in which their body touched and sensed the surrounding objects, 
like the mouse or the chair upon which they sat. ‘Trace your fingers on the touchpad, 
as you would skin on a back’ says a line on one of the pages, and in Leder’s terms, 
the viewer’s ecstatic body turns focal awareness onto the sensation of touch 
concentrated on the fingertips. AC, who had slumped passively as he viewed the 
website, was particularly conscious of this command: ‘there was the one about the 
finger . . . my thoughts just focused on what was being described, like the finger. My 
attention just went there’. These sections of weekzero.net deliberately draw attention 
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to body-computer interactions such as these, and as K put it, ‘the prompting made 
me imagine every single sensuous detail’.  
 
Sensuality was one aspect of weekzero.net that drew quite a lot of attention from 
viewers. Several viewers mentioned that the section ‘Sex Like In the Movies’ was 
one of the first links they chose to click, because to them it sounded ‘interesting’. This 
section, which details aspects of the protagonist’s sex life and involves the viewer in 
a mock game of ‘undressing’ her, affected viewers in different ways. One viewer, J, 
confessed to feeling ‘shy and shocked’, SB felt it was very ‘sensual’, and ES in 
particular noted feelings of sexual arousal. When asked which part of the narrative 
stood out the most for him, several of the details that he recalled were the graphic 
descriptions of the protagonist’s sexual encounters. As he put it, they ‘stood out 
because it’s not often that I read erotic/love/romance stories’ and he was aware of 
‘getting aroused by the language and descriptions . . . and feeling turned on’. The 
narrative contains several words that provoke these sensations; in the section ‘Sex 
Like In The Movies’ some of the words that appear are ‘clitoris’, ‘pubic’, ‘thrust’, and 
‘orgasm’, words that as ES has noted, sometimes appear in erotic or love stories. B, 
the sole male viewer in the group-viewing session, was also observed to look visibly 
awkward and embarrassed when the group, which consisted of two other females, 
viewed this very section.  
 
‘Sex Like In The Movies’ is both a nod towards and an attempt to emulate one of the 
most interactive and entertaining facets of the Internet: cyberporn. Activities related 
to cyberporn range from sex-related chatrooms to pornographic video-streaming 
sites to websites devoted to more deviant sexual fetishes, like ‘e-
domination/submission’ (which features in Cheri’s blog, described in Chapter One). 
One of the main objectives of cyberporn, apart from commercial gain, is for the 
user(s) to attain sexual stimulation, an activity that is often carried out at the 
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computer terminal itself, giving rise to the term ‘one-handed typing’. Very few other 
Internet interactions achieve such a high level of user stimulation and response, and 
cyberporn is testimony to the fact that machine-human interrelations are not 
necessarily clinical, uni-directional, and devoid of physical effect. SB alludes to the 
fantasies offered by cyberporn in her interview when she discussed the provocative 
sensuality of weekzero.net: ‘a lot of the time [during] the interaction between the 
Internet [porn] websites and the person clicking, you’re allowed to go into this fantasy 
world where it’s between you and the mouse, a private space nobody gets between’ 
and she also mentioned that if she was alone without the presence of a video-
camera she would feel more inclined to ‘linger and imagine and slow down.’  
 
weekzero.net does not contain overt sexual references apart from the use of sensual 
or sexually-evocative words, as well as one description of the protagonist’s love-
making, but it also attempts to involve viewers in the erotic performance: one page 
instructs, in large bold letters, the viewer to ‘bend forward’, and the page following 
this, the description of the protagonist’s sexual encounter, is in a very small typeface, 
so that most viewers, like it or not, are forced to lean forward in order to read it. By 
doing so they inadvertently draw closer to the computer screen and become a 
participant in the protagonist’s sex act, playing the role of the voyeur. K commented 
that when reading it, he ‘didn’t get naked or anything. But the prompting made me 
imagine every single sensuous detail. I found it a rather pleasant experience.’ K’s 
enjoyment of the narrative (and ES’s feelings of sexual arousal) highlights the 
sensory nature of weekzero.net, underscoring the possibility of visceral intimacies 







vi. Glimpsing the Girl: The Absent Protagonist 
 
Throughout weekzero.net there are references to the protagonist, either in the first or 
third person. Her body and habits are described early on; in ‘The Way I Found Her’, 
for example, her laugh or the shape of her ear. However she is never glimpsed, nor 
is her face ever seen. The narrative omits any distinguishing features – her height, 
the colour of her hair or skin, the shape of her body – all this is left to the viewer’s 
imagination. When asked what they thought she looked like, most viewers were 
equally vague. K said ‘I’m not sure about the looks bit. She looks… womanly?’ The 
question mark he leaves at the end of his comment (which was typed into the online 
survey) captures the sense of haziness that is associated with the protagonist. ES 
tries to describe her more specifically, saying she ‘looks exciting and attractive… and 
possibly sexually active’ but otherwise, several viewers mentioned that they had no 
mental image of the protagonist.  
 
The viewer responses to my questions on weekzero.net’s protagonist turned out to 
be both a surprise and disappointment to me. While constructing the website and the 
narrative I deliberately decided to omit general descriptions of the protagonist’s body, 
preferring to allow the viewer to infer and imagine what she could look like. I did so 
because I wanted weekzero.net to resemble a blog in this sense, one where 
memories and personal anecdotes are recounted to an audience who cannot see the 
blogger or writer. The performing bodies of Sarah Waldorf and Cheri, discussed 
earlier, are an integral part the identity that they perform on their blog. One of my 
aims in weekzero.net was to find out if performativity could be enacted without the 
image or presence of a body.  
 
Waldorf’s blog, which features several self-portraits, allows viewers to retain a mental 
image of her. Waldorf’s blog performs a detailed narrative of her everyday life, and 
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her photographs and accompanying commentary continually emphasise and 
reinforce the strength of her image. Compared to Waldorf’s blog, weekzero.net 
contains little, if any, visual material on the protagonist or her surroundings. Images 
used on the website are either simple illustrations or photographs of objects that 
evoke a nostalgic past, like a wooden toy tugboat or a rotary telephone. The few 
black-and-white photographs scattered throughout the site are odd glimpses into an 
unfamiliar world: a wizened foot resting on the ground with no sign whom it belongs 
to, or a close-up of a thin metal ring in the center of a palm. In Waldorf’s blog, images 
of her face and body act as indexical references to her body, the body of the 
performer/protagonist, but the black-and-white photographs on weekzero.net appear 
to reference no one. Viewers were able to sufficiently describe the personality or their 
impressions of the protagonist (e.g. ‘deep’, ‘romantic’, ‘highly thoughtful’) but any 
mental image they formed of her was either lacking or extremely vague. 
 
Another possible reason for weekzero.net’s protagonist’s lack of visibility has to do 
with the lack of temporal grounding in the narrative, which has been discussed 
previously. Unlike a typical blog reader, weekzero.net’s viewer has to work much 
harder to piece together a chronological narrative, one that may be full of holes and 
missing pieces especially if they have not fully explored the website. There are no 
archives for the viewer to check for the backstory, and there is also no sense of 
progression because the narrative, depending on the viewer’s choice of hyperlink, 
keeps jumping back and forth between different time periods. At one point the 
protagonist is a seven-year-old child; at another, a teenager; and then, in one of the 
dream sequences, there is even a vision of herself as an old woman. Bouncing back 
and forth between these disjointed sub-narratives, the viewer is dislocated, trying to 
determine if there is more than one protagonist at stake. One anonymous viewer, in 
response to the question on what he or she thought the protagonist could look like, 




However, on the other extreme end, another viewer, L, was very specific and thought 
that the protagonist ‘seems like Janice Koh [a well-known Singaporean actress] in 
my mind’. Koh often plays strong, thoughtful characters in her performances, and for 
L to relate her to the protagonist in weekzero.net perhaps indicates a conceivable 
similarity between Koh’s character portrayals and the narrative voice of 
weekzero.net. Two other viewers, including SB, had another striking response to the 
protagonist; they were unable to disassociate her from the writer and creator of the 
project, that is, myself. SB said that ‘it was hard [not to imagine you], because I know 
you wrote it’. She also noted that this collision of identities came from a familiarity 
with my writing style. To her, the narrative voice in weekzero.net was the same 
writing voice she imagined I would use if the project were a real blog. SB’s point 
demonstrates the seemingly inevitable tendency to accord a public blog the same 
assumption of truthfulness normally associated with a private diary. The only part of 
weekzero.net where there is any direct reference to the writer is the section ‘These 
Are My Hands Now Show Me Yours’ which lists ten personal facts about myself. At 
the top of this list is the pronouncement to viewers that what they are reading is a 
research project by a graduate student. If viewers understand the implications of that 
fact, they should also be able to recognise the construct that is the protagonist and 
the blog entries that perform the narrative of her life. However, it is also probable that 
viewers either overlooked this fact or did not come across this section at all.  
 
CS, the stage actress, tried to imagine herself performing the role of the protagonist 
onstage, commenting that ‘it would be interesting if the protagonist could not speak in 
real life. That’s why everything has to be magnified [like on the website]’. Her point 
about magnification is an interesting one, because it draws attention to the impact an 
actual performing body could have on the narrative. weekzero.net’s protagonist can 
neither speak nor perform live because she does not actually exist, and yet her 
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stories and her thoughts are performative, enacted through the website by the 
movement on and within its screens, by the choreography of the mouse and its 
screen equivalent, the arrow-hand, and by the viewer’s passage through the different 
texts and voices that form the hyperlinked topology of the narrative. To CS, these 
performative elements are magnified in weekzero.net to make up for the fact that the 
protagonist has no body (or rather, the fact that there is no clear image of the 
protagonist’s body) and can only speak through text and the narrative voice. 
Returning to the example of Sarah Waldorf’s blog, one may argue that although her 
performing body is deferred and indexed through photographs, her presence seems 
much stronger than that of weekzero.net’s protagonist, if only because it is visual and 
not confined to text. Viewers seem to be better able to understand and identify with 
Waldorf-as-protagonist precisely because they can gaze upon the image of her body. 
In contrast, weekzero.net tries to transfer the viewer’s gaze onto the text and the 
viewer’s imagination – an attempt to enact a performer’s presence in spite of an 
absent and non-corporeal body.  
 
The arguments surrounding the nature of liveness and presence have already been 
well-debated by theorists such as Philip Auslander and Peggy Phelan, who both 
articulate the problematics of live performance in an increasingly mediatised age in 
their writings. Phelan emphasises the presence of the live body and claims in her 
book Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (1993) that ‘performance’s only life is in 
the present’ (146) and furthermore, ontologically reliant on the act of disappearance:  
 
Performance implicates the real through the presence of living bodies. In 
performance art spectatorship there is an element of consumption: there 
are no left-overs, the gazing spectator must try to take everything in. 
Without a copy, live performance plunges into visibility – in a maniacally-
charged present – and disappears into memory, into the realm of 





The presence of a live performing body, for Phelan, is essential for performance. She 
points out later that ‘in performance, the body is metonymic of self, of character, or 
voice, of “presence”’ (150). Her arguments can be clearly understood when viewing, 
or even when recalling a viewing of, a live performance onstage where one was part 
of the live audience. But Phelan’s argument also appears problematic because it 
seems to both essentialise and romanticise live performance. In his book Liveness: 
Performance in a Mediatised Culture (1999), Auslander responds to Phelan by 
questioning if ‘there really are clear-cut ontological distinctions between live forms 
and mediatised ones’ (7) and argues that digital media have overtaken the live within 
the cultural economy to the extent that ‘the live itself incorporates the mediatised, 
both technologically and epistemologically’ (39). The problematics of the liveness 
debate lie within the language and its ontological implications, as Alice Rayner, in 
‘Everywhere and Nowhere: Theatre in Cyberspace’ (1999), argues: 
 
The radical shift in theatre is not in its incorporation of telepresence 
technologies, but through the linguistic theft of theatrical ‘presence’ and 
simultaneous distribution of ‘presence’ over distances. Is it theatre 
anymore? Not likely. Does theatre disappear? Not likely. Theatrical 
spaces will doubtless continue to exist institutionally, economically, 
aesthetically. Theatre studies is, in fact, following that fact and putting 
more and more focus on performance than on theatre space, history, or 
text (282).  
 
Rayner’s essay goes on to explore how cyberspace, and performances that take 
place using it as one of its mediums, impact upon traditional theatrical conceptions of 
ideas like space, place, and time. Telepresence makes it possible for one performer 
to be ‘present’ in another time and space while remaining at a completely different 
geographical location and time zone. It is, to Rayner, a ‘digital production of time and 
space [which] dematerialises one kind of presence but institutes another’ (298). The 
telepresent performer is re-incorporated into code that is only visible to us when it is 
transformed and experienced in ‘real’ space and time. Rayner writes, ‘the iterations 
of code are performances without theatre. The act of telepresencing is thus not an 
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act in time and space, but a creation of time and space’ (299) and thus reminds us 
that ‘new metaphors’ need to be forged to clearly deal with the developments of new 
media performances vis-à-vis traditional live performances.  
 
In his book Digital Performance: A History of New Media in Theatre, Dance, 
Performance Art, and Installation (2007), Steve Dixon points out that although 
presence has been conventionally linked to live performance, ‘within cybertheory, its 
meaning shifts to include ideas of telematic and deferred, online presence, relating it 
to agency rather than to direct witnessing’ (132) and looks at art critic Michael Fried’s 
ideas on presence: ‘As Fried makes clear, real presence occurs when the artwork 
demands attention, whatever form the artwork might take. It is content, not container 
that asserts presence’ (134). The protagonist of weekzero.net is neither live nor 
present, nor even telepresent, but maintains a certain presence within the website 
nonetheless. Viewers often felt like they recognised or identified with the stories and 
thoughts expressed by the protagonist on the website (L, for instance, confessed to 
crying when reading the account of the protagonist’s friend Cecily, saying that it felt 
‘too real’), even if they could not quite visualise or imagine her.  
 
The ongoing debate on presence is one that struggles with the position and primacy 
of the live performer, and its implications for any consideration of blog performances 
are significant. The prominence accorded the live performer by Phelan, for example, 
nullifies the performance of a blogger, even one like Princess Cheri, whose 
performances on both her blog and Youtube videos have great effect on her viewers, 
who never see her live. Rayner is more accomodating when it comes to considering 
performances in cyberspace, although her contention lies with the terminology used 
to discuss the differences between online and traditional live performance. Applying 
arguments that are based in more conventional ideas of performance to newer 
paradigms of performance can be faulty especially if they ignore the ontological 
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differences between the two. There is an identifiable need for a new critical 
framework to deal with the ever-advancing developments in online performances, 
which outpace academic debate on them. 
 
One of the aims of weekzero.net was to investigate the nature of presence within a 
performance of identity on a blog. The overall result was that while a presence was 
inferred (that is, most viewers could adequately describe the protagonist in terms of 
personality or characteristics), this presence was often a vague and hazy one, as 
conveyed by most of the viewers. I have already indicated that the haphazard, 
dislocated feel to the narrative is a possible factor, and perhaps if the narrative could 
have been extended to further draw out the protagonist, the sense of presence might 
have been clearer to the viewers. Still, the experience of creating weekzero.net has 
allowed me to see that the presence I may discern from reading a person’s blog may 
not necessarily be the same presence that the blogger thinks they exude. For some 
viewers, weekzero.net was confusing and unfathomable; their problematic readings 
of it obscured any sense of the protagonist’s presence, nullifying the performance. 
 
vii. Stuck at Zero: Problematic Readings 
 
There were a number of viewers, most of them respondents on the online survey, 
who expressed confusion and dissatisfaction with the weekzero.net experience. For 
example, the sense of aimlessness in weekzero.net that CS mentioned earlier was 
felt and acknowledged, to varying degrees, by almost all of these viewers. One such 
viewer, who decided to remain anonymous, felt that the website was ‘relatively 
incomprehensible’ because it was ‘hard to make logical connections between one 
link and another’, and suggested that the addition of ‘an explanation/primer on the 
first page would have helped’. Another viewer, also anonymous, said that the website 
was ‘too wordy’. The pace at which one ‘surfs’ through different websites on the 
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Internet, with multiple windows or tabs open onscreen, has also perhaps encouraged 
a shorter attention span (ES admitted that ‘I wasn’t focusing on the stories much. I 
was speed-reading, my attention span is quite short on the Internet’).  
 
Added to this are other distractions like chat programs that often interrupt one’s web-
browsing experience. While looking at the computer screen, a user may 
simultaneously be chatting to a friend located overseas, reading or replying to an e-
mail, and browsing for information on a website, or indeed, various websites. 
Information is quickly filtered or exchanged, and the user moves on, looking for the 
next thing that captures their attention. In contrast to the pattern and pace of Internet 
use I have just described, the structure of weekzero.net forces the viewer to slow 
down and read. weekzero.net’s narrative structure does not allow for quick, breezy 
browsing, and without affording it proper time and attention, a viewer’s understanding 
of the narrative necessarily suffers. One viewer describing her responses to 
weekzero.net, commented that she enjoyed the ‘contemplative’ nature of the website 
because ‘there was room to imagine’, but even so, she was aware of ‘distractions 
and hints of impatience, perhaps linked to the medium of [the] Internet’. Despite the 
fact that blogs are narratives as well, they are often concise and logically structured 
(for example, anecdotes from one day lead to another day and yet another), and 
usually do not require their viewers to mentally reconstruct a narrative puzzle.  
 
Although hypertext may appear to be a perfect platform for quick, flickering glances 
through different stories or ideas, it also (in weekzero.net’s case) seems to be one of 
the factors in its apparent incomprehensibility. When asked what they thought the 
website was about, or asked to describe what they saw, viewers often made very 
general remarks (e.g. ‘it’s about a girl’), revealing a sense of vagueness. They also 
seemed unsure if they had reached the ‘correct’ answer or if they completely 
understood the narrative. Their uncertainty ties in with the claim of 
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incomprehensibility expressed by the anonymous viewer above. Even if a viewer 
might understand that the narrative plays out the role of a female blogger, the 
incorporation of different voices in the narrative (such as the voice demanding that 
the viewer ‘undress’ or ‘caress the mouse’) often jerks the narrative into a different 
register, breaking into the website’s performance of identity, so to speak. When 
browsing the Internet, most viewers are in charge of what they are looking at – they 
call up and direct the appearance and disappearance of various webpages, clicking 
on hyperlinks that they know will lead them to more information, which will then 
contain another hyperlink that will do the same, and so on and so forth. From their 
first encounter with weekzero.net’s hyperlinks, the viewer discovers that these 
hyperlinks seem to be rather arbitrary and sometimes repetitive, leading to the same 
page over and over again. This possibly led to the comment about the lack of logical 
connections made earlier by one of the anonymous viewers. Another viewer, L, 
expressed frustration with the experience of navigating weekzero.net because she 
was ‘meandering in a direction that held no personal relevance’. Accustomed to 
controlling the pace and type of information that they see onscreen, viewers like L 
find it difficult to fall into the rhythm of weekzero.net’s narrative.  
 
Lastly, another possible factor for the problems some viewers faced with 
weekzero.net is their unfamiliarity with websites that are not devoted to information or 
commerce, but exist solely for artistic (or in this case, research) reasons. 
weekzero.net belongs to a category of hypertext fiction (to borrow Michael Joyce’s 
term) that contains many other similar websites and narratives, but even these are 
generally drowned out by the billions of other websites found on the Internet. A lack 
of exposure to these narratives with a difference may have resulted in the confusion 




Despite the problems these viewers encountered in their experience with 
weekzero.net, we should keep in mind that the majority of viewers did understand 
and even enjoyed exploring the website. Problematic readings do not so much taint 
the results of this research project as they provide insights on the way we view and 
respond to blogs and the identities that are presented through them. weekzero.net’s 
success as a project lies not in how well viewers ‘understand’ it, but in illuminating 
the ‘back-stage’ mechanics of performativity on a blog; something that could not 
otherwise be attained simply by viewing any of the several thousand blogs available 
on the Internet.  
 
The process of creating weekzero.net as detailed in the previous chapter, coupled 
with viewer reception and responses to the website, has highlighted some key issues 
concerning performativity on the Internet, such as the role of hypertext that frames 
and structures the performance, and its effect on narrative coherence and a viewer’s 
understanding of the performance. Throughout this thesis I have tracked how identity 
may be performed and presented on the Internet, particularly on the blog, both by 
viewing blog performances and by creating my own. As it draws towards a 
conclusion I have come to realise that researching a hypertextual medium like the 
blog neccessitates a hyper-textual approach – different academic disciplines and 
discourses, movements from one perspective to another. The construction and 
performance of identity will always remain a very human activity, both online and off, 
but online platforms like the blog, as I have shown, offer a myriad of opportunities for 




CLOSING THOUGHTS: ONE LAST POST 
 
If this conclusion were a blog entry, it would probably be a reflective one, tracking the 
journey of this thesis and the weekzero.net project, which was an integral part of the 
research. It would revisit some of the questions that were asked at the beginning: 
how is identity presented and performed on blogs? What part does the blogger’s 
body play in enacting this performance? How do viewers receive and respond to a 
blog performance?  
 
Identity is a notoriously difficult concept to track, especially when it can be presented 
and played with in so many ways. There is a well-known cartoon by Peter Steiner 
that was first published in The New Yorker magazine in 1993, depicting two dogs 
sitting at a computer terminal. The caption reads, ‘On the Internet, nobody knows 
you’re a dog.’ Steiner’s joke rests on the Internet’s potential to provide countless 
opportunities to reinvent and re-present oneself, masking the ‘real’ person hidden 
behind the computer terminal. Using blogs, one can create a narrative that performs 
a whole other lifestyle or a whole other character. Cheri’s domme blog, for instance, 
exploits the medium of the Internet to fulfill fantasy through role-play. Waldorf’s blog 
presents the life of a ‘typical’ suburban teenager, perpetually cheerful and brimming 
with enthusiasm and privilege – the American dream. Both use images of their 
bodies to assert their presence online, and their (re)staging and manipulation of 
these images have a crucial role in the construction of their performances.  
 
My website, weekzero.net, formed a keystone in my research. Although it is not 
strictly a blog in the same way that Cheri’s and Waldorf’s blogs are, weekzero.net 
performs a narrative fiction as well, but one which deliberately absents the body from 
the performance, thereby foregrounding a narrative which is dispersed through 
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various hyperlinks, forcing the viewer to piece together and reconstruct the 
fragmented identity of the protagonist. By breaking away from and toying with the 
structure of the blog, it also became a virtual laboratory for me to investigate and 
experiment with performativity and identity as it is presented online. A blog’s capacity 
for play and performance also partly rests in its hypertextual qualities, which enable 
performative writing and what Della Pollock in her essay ‘Performing Writing’ (1998) 
has referred to as a ‘nervous’ narrative, ‘anxiously cross[ing] various stories, 
theories, text, intertexts, and spheres of practice, unable to settle into a clear, linear 
course’ (90 – 91). A nervous narrative ‘follows the body’s model: it operates by 
synaptic relay’ (91), perhaps echoing a performer’s body which flows, in 
performance, from one point to another. The performed identity of weekzero.net’s 
protagonist, as tracked by three narrative journeys through the website, is revealed 
to be shifting, multiplied, sometimes obscured, and never static. 
 
While the process of creating and critiquing weekzero.net provided valuable insight 
into the mechanics of blog and identity construction, it also highlighted the need for a 
critical framework that can address new paradigms of performance online. Although 
performance theorists like Alice Rayner and Susan Kozel have made efforts to 
consider the impact of the Internet on performativity and presence, there are still 
many issues surrounding online performativity that need to be addressed, like 
presence, liveness, acting, and embodiment, to name a few. Furthermore, by taking 
a phenomenological approach to the weekzero.net project, I have also tried to 
negotiate the problematic relationship between embodiment and virtuality, and 
weekzero.net both plays with and plays up this relationship as it performs a character 
and her identity. My attempts to discuss blog performances using the terminology of 
traditional live performance, if awkward, at least draw attention to the insufficiencies 
of present scholarship. Hopefully my research has helped by drawing out some key 
ideas central to performance on the Internet, taking a step towards formulating a 
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more precise discussion on the performance of identity online. In her essay 
‘Everywhere and Nowhere: Theatre in Cyberspace’ (1999), Alice Rayner 
contemplates the changing field of performance studies: 
 
If analogy is the mental structure based on spatial and structural 
similarities, and is especially apt for theatre, digital practices make the 
concept of dimensional space irrelevant. Theatre, which traditionally has 
been site specific (a place for seeing), no matter what its spatial 
configuration, is thus particularly susceptible to a kind of annilhilation 
under the pressure of digitalisation. That annilhilation, however, opens 
the way to the crediibility of ‘denatured’ space and time (294, original 
emphasis). 
 
‘Annilhilation’ is a strong word to use, but it also suitably expresses the significant 
change that is to sweep across performance studies, especially as the Internet 
continues to develop, taking on an increasingly crucial role in the ways in which we 
work, socialise, play, and perform. While live performance as we know it is unlikely to 
disappear completely (Rayner also acknowledges this), it cannot completely resist 
mediatisation and digitalisation. In Second Life there is already an established 
Shakespeare performing group (http://slshakespeare.com), and its members work 
tirelessly to programme, design, and code historically-authentic reconstructions of 
the Globe theatre, sets, and costumes. The recent addition of VOIP (Voice Over 
Internet Protocol) technology to the Second Life platform has provided users and 
their avatars with an important dimension to their performance – voice acting. The 
group aims to perform ‘live’, full-length Shakespeare plays in front of a Second Life 
audience, who are encouraged to react and respond as the groundlings did in 
Shakespeare’s time, by throwing objects or shouting out comments during the 
performance. The place for seeing, to use Rayner’s words, has not so much been 
annilhilated as it has been relocated and reconceived in a virtual space.  
 
It is still early days yet for the SL Shakespeare Company, but its efforts nonetheless 
signal a blurring of the edges between what we recognise and conceptualise as ‘live’ 
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performance in real space and time, and new reconfigurations of ‘live’ performance in 
virtual space and time, even while it simultaneously tries to preserve and reconstruct 
historical sites of performance. As a distinctly textual medium, the structure of blogs 
may not develop as spectacularly as an application like Second Life does, but it 
offers bloggers a space to experiment with and perform roles, fantasies, and identity 
through text and images. My research in this thesis has attempted to observe, 
analyse, recreate and investigate the narratives, hyperlinks, and performativity that 
are distinctive features in playful blogs, and even as it tries to pinpoint the strategies 
and mechanics of blog performances, fresh developments and new ways of self 
presentation continue to emerge. The current Twitter craze, for example, appears to 
be at a new frontier of social networking and ‘micro-blogging’ – users ‘tweet’ short 
140-character sentences about themselves and their current state of mind to their 
online account, sharing it with ‘followers’ who subscribe to these tweets and who 
often respond to these tweets with their own, forming a virtual micro-community. 
Tweets can be updated regularly if not constantly, especially with the use of 
smartphones and other mobile web-enhanced phones which allow these updates to 
be sent, anytime and anywhere there is wireless access to the Internet. The mobile, 
almost real-time flexibility offered by Twitter mediates new ways of performing 
identity – one that seems perpetually dispersed, dissipated and re-distributed. The 
performative possibilities seem endless. 
 
As a researcher, writer, online social-networker, blog viewer and blogger, my own 
identity is distributed, both online and offline, enabling different perspectives on the 
issues raised in this thesis. My research has its own hypertextual qualities as well, 
drawing from different but (hypertextually?) overlapping academic areas: 
performance studies, sociology, new media, and phenomenology. My process of 
researching and writing this thesis, experimenting with weekzero.net, and linking 
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theories and concepts from different fields of study, has also, in its own way, become 
a performance of hypertext. 
 
If this conclusion were a blog entry, it would contain hyperlinks within the text, 
extending outwards and connecting concepts, referencing stories, imagery, and 
ideas. Perhaps the text could expand indefinitely, especially as new Internet 
developments provide fresh avenues for socialising, performance, and explorations 
of the self. And if this conclusion were a blog entry, it would also end with a sense of 
open-endedness; inviting, like so many other blogs on the Internet, comments and 
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